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Abstract
Broadband Wireless Access Systems (BWASs) such as High Speed Downlink Packet
Access (HSDPA) and the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX),
pose a myriad of new opportunities for leveraging the support of a wide range of “contentrich” mobile multimedia services with diverse Quality of Service (QoS) requirements.
This is due to the remarkably high bandwidth that is supported by these systems, which
was previously only available to wireline connections. Despite the support for such high
bandwidth, satisfying the diverse QoS of users while maximizing the revenues of network
operators is still one of the major issues in these systems. Bandwidth management,
therefore, will play a decisive role in the success of such wireless access systems. Without
efficient bandwidth management, network operators may not be able to meet the growing
demand of users for multimedia services, and may consequently suffer great revenue loss.
Bandwidth management in BWASs is, however, a challenging problem due to many
issues that need to be taken into consideration. Examples of such issues include the
diverse QoS requirements of the services that BWASs support, the varying channel

iii

quality conditions of mobile users, and hence the varying amount of resources that are
needed to guarantee certain QoS levels during the lifetime of user connections, the
utilization of shared channels for data delivery instead of dedicated ones and network
congestion.
In this thesis, we address the problem of bandwidth management in BWASs and
propose efficient economic-based solutions in order to deal with these issues at different
bandwidth management levels, and hence enhance the QoS support in these systems.
Specifically, we propose a bandwidth management framework for BWASs. The
framework is designed to support multiple classes of traffic with different users having
different QoS requirements, maximize the throughput of BWASs, support inter- and intraclass fairness, prevent network congestion and maximize the network operator’s revenues.
The framework consists of three related components, namely packet scheduling,
bandwidth provisioning and Call Admission Control-based dynamic pricing. By
efficiently managing the wireless bandwidth prior to users’ admission (i.e., pre-admission
bandwidth management) and during the users’ connections (i.e., post-admission
bandwidth management), these schemes are shown to achieve the design goals of our
framework.

Keywords: BWASs, bandwidth management, packet scheduling, bandwidth provisioning,
Call Admission Control, dynamic pricing, revenues and fairness.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The evolution of today's wireless communication technology began in the early 1980's
with the introduction of first generation (1G) wireless cellular systems. These systems
utilized analog interface technology and supported voice-only capabilities, which were
typically low in quality. Nevertheless, these systems marked the beginning of a new era
in personal communications and were the first step towards achieving the prominent
communication concept: “any time, anywhere and in any form”. With the high demand
for cellular services and the increased need for enhanced quality and more features, the
second generation (2G) of wireless cellular systems was introduced. 2G is characterized
by its digital air interface. It is primarily a voice-centric technology, but it does provide
higher bandwidth, better voice quality and limited data services. 2G wireless cellular
systems have gained tremendous popularity, where they attracted many users and were
successfully deployed in many parts of the world. The splendid success of these systems,
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however, coupled with the enormous incessant growth of the Internet have led to an
increase of demand for mobile wireless data services. This necessitated the need for a
higher capacity 2 , better Quality of Service (QoS) support and more efficient systems
beyond the capabilities of 2G wireless systems. The evolution towards 3G wireless
cellular systems was, therefore, inevitable. One of the most famous 3G systems is
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) that was developed by the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1]. UMTS promises a transmission rate of up to 2
Mbps, which makes it possible to support new data services and enhance the ones that are
supported by current 2G systems.
Forecasts for emerging mobile wireless markets, however, anticipate that bandwidth
will be squeezed by services like multimedia on demand. This will spur the need for data
rates beyond what is offered by current 3G wireless systems. To boost the support for
such high data rates, Broadband Wireless Access Systems (BWASs) have been
developed. For example, 3GPP has standardized a 3.5G BWAS called High Speed
Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) [2] as an extension to the existing 3G UMTS.
HSDPA can theoretically support up to 14.4 Mbps, 7 times larger than the data rate
offered by the UMTS. Another BWAS is the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX), which has been standardized by the IEEE 802.16 group [3] and [4].
WiMAX is a BWAS that could support up to 70 Mbps. The high data rates offered by
these systems allow them to deliver a competitive advantage for mobile data network

2

The system capacity is defined as the maximum data rate it can support.
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operators by boosting network performance to improve the user 3 experience of new
converged services such as audio and video streaming, mobile Internet browsing and
Voice over IP (VoIP), to name but a few. Such services necessitate the support of
different classes of traffic with widely different QoS requirements, which need to be
guaranteed by the wireless networks.
Although two different technologies, HSDPA and WiMAX have many common
features, among which is the use of a shared channel for data transmission. The shared
channel is divided into transmission time frames, where the base station decides which
users are allowed to transmit during each time frame. Using shared channels for data
transmissions instead of dedicated ones facilitates the support for higher number of
mobile users, hence improving the system utilization and reducing the per-bit
transmission costs. Sharing such channels among mobile users is, however, a challenging
problem due to their varying channel quality conditions, their diverse QoS requirements
and anticipated high traffic demands. BWASs, therefore, require more careful and
efficient bandwidth management and resource sharing techniques in order to satisfy the
QoS requirements of existing and new multimedia services and to maximize the system
throughput at the same time. Bandwidth management in BWASs can be done at three
levels, namely admission-level, class-level and packet-level as shown in Figure 1.1.
Admission-level bandwidth management is typically realized by employing a Call
Admission Control (CAC) scheme, which is a pre-admission provisioning strategy that is
responsible for accepting or rejecting new connections. CAC aims at satisfying the long-

3

The terms “user” and “mobile user” are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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term QoS of users by maximizing the number of admitted user connections while
maintaining the QoS of ongoing ones. Class-level and packet-level bandwidth
management are post-admission bandwidth management strategies that deal with already
admitted users’ connections. Specifically, class-level bandwidth management considers
the aggregate demand of admitted user connections at the class level. It determines the
number of transmission time frames that each traffic class needs in order to maintain the
QoS of its admitted users at acceptable levels throughout the lifetime of their connections.
After the time frames are distributed amongst the different classes, packet-level
bandwidth management is utilized in order to determine which of the users’ packets are
scheduled for transmission in a single time frame.

Figure 1.1: Levels of bandwidth management
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In this thesis, we address the problem of bandwidth management in BWASs and
propose effective economic-based solutions to enhance the QoS support in these systems.
Our solutions are designed to balance between the conflicting requirements of users (e.g.,
guaranteed QoS) and network operators (e.g., high revenues). Particularly, we propose a
bandwidth management framework, which consists of three related components
corresponding to the three aforementioned levels of bandwidth management. The
components are a packet scheduling scheme, a bandwidth provisioning scheme and a
CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme.

1.1 Motivations and Objectives
As mentioned above, bandwidth management is crucial for the success of BWASs.
Without efficient bandwidth management, network operators may find themselves
incapable of meeting the escalating demand of users for multimedia services, and hence
they may suffer immense revenue loss. Bandwidth management in BWASs is, however, a
challenging problem due to many issues that need to be carefully taken into
consideration. One of the major issues is the consideration of the mobile users’ channel
quality conditions. Mobile users experience varying channel conditions that affect their
supportable data rates (i.e., maximum attainable data rates) from time to time due to their
mobility, interference from other users, obstacles, etc, [5]. Ideally, bandwidth
management schemes should exploit the information about the instantaneous channel
quality conditions of the users by allocating bandwidth to those who are experiencing
good channel quality conditions in order to maximize the system throughput. However,
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favoring the users based on their channel quality conditions raises the issue of fairness as
the users with bad channel quality conditions will not get served, and may consequently
suffer from starvation. Therefore, fairness is another important issue that has to be taken
into consideration while designing bandwidth management schemes. Achieving fairness,
however, is not a trivial task because one needs to consider intra-class fairness (i.e.,
fairness between users within the same class) as well as inter-class fairness (fairness
between different classes of traffic) at the same time. Another issue is the QoS
requirements of different users. Since BWASs are envisaged to support a wide range of
multimedia services with diverse QoS requirements, these requirements should be
carefully taken into consideration to meet the user satisfactions.
Another important issue that must be taken into consideration is network congestion.
Even though BWASs can support high data rates, it is expected that these systems will
suffer from congestion due mainly to the wide support of bandwidth-intensive
multimedia services. If a user transmits when the network is congested, the QoS of other
users in the network such as packet delay and packet loss may become severely degraded.
This phenomenon, which is known in economics as congestion externality [6], can
indisputably result in user dissatisfaction, and hence potential revenue loss. Congestion in
BWASs is typically dealt with by employing CAC to limit the number of admitted users
in the system depending on the amount of available resources. CAC by itself, however,
cannot guarantee a congestion-free system because it does not provide incentives to the
users to regulate their usage of the wireless resources. Therefore, other strategies besides
CAC must be employed to avert congestion.
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The last issue of bandwidth management in BWASs is revenue loss due to serving
low-revenue-generating users. Network operators experience different revenue losses
from serving users depending on their channel quality conditions, the amount of the
buffered data they have at the base station and the amount of money they are willing to
pay for different services. A good design of a bandwidth management scheme should
consider such revenue losses and aim at minimizing them.
Existing bandwidth management schemes deal with only some of these issues, and
hence cannot optimize the performance of BWASs nor can they maximize the
satisfaction of users. We, therefore, aim at considering all of the aforementioned issues in
designing our framework. Since some of these issues conflict with one another (e.g.
exploiting the variations of the channel quality conditions of users while achieving
fairness), striking a proper balance between them is, therefore, a main focus of this work.

1.2 Thesis Contributions
BWASs such as HSDPA and WiMAX are envisaged to support a higher number of
mobile users and variety of bandwidth-intensive “content-rich” wireless multimedia
services. In this thesis, we propose a bandwidth management framework for BWASs
consisting of three novel approaches to simultaneously achieve the following objectives:
1) Supporting different classes of traffic with users having different QoS
requirements and bandwidth demands;
2) Maximizing the throughput of the wireless system;
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3) Ensuring a fair distribution of wireless resources by supporting inter- and intraclass fairness;
4) Maximizing the network operator’s revenues by limiting the revenue loss
resulting from serving low-revenue generating users; and
5) Providing monetary incentives to the users to use the wireless resources
efficiently and rationally in order to the prevent network congestion.

The thesis focus is on downlink (i.e., from the base station to mobile users) bandwidth
management in BWASs. The main contributions of this thesis include the following:

1) Packet Scheduling Scheme
In Chapter 3, a novel packet scheduling scheme for BWASs is proposed in order to
provide efficient bandwidth management at the packet level. The scheduling scheme
optimally determines which of the users’ packets are transmitted in any given time frame
depending on many factors including the channel quality conditions of the users, their
QoS requirements, fairness, the revenue earned from serving them and their priorities.
We show that our packet scheduling scheme fulfills its design objectives of maximizing
the social welfare of the system, supporting different types of traffic with different
bandwidth and QoS requirements, improving inter- and intra-class fairness as well as
increasing the network operator’s revenues.
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2) Bandwidth Provisioning Scheme
In Chapter 4, we propose a bandwidth provisioning scheme in order to achieve bandwidth
management at the class level. To the best of our knowledge, our scheme is the first
multiple frame bandwidth provisioning in BWASs to allocate an optimized number of
time frames for each class based on the bandwidth requirements of its admitted users.
After the optimal number of time frames for each class is determined, our proposed
packet scheduling scheme can be used to distribute the frames among users of each class.
To maximize inter-class fairness, a dynamic weight update scheme is proposed to
dynamically adjust the class weights according to the classes’ performance history. A
distinctive feature of the weight update scheme is that it allows the weights of lower
priority classes to be temporarily higher than those of higher priority classes while still
maintaining service differentiations between them according to the requirements of
network operators. We show that the overall system performance is improved when our
bandwidth provisioning and packet scheduling schemes are employed together. In
addition, we show that inter-class fairness can be better achieved using our proposed
weight update scheme.

3) Call Admission Control-based Dynamic Pricing Scheme
In Chapter 5, we propose a Call Admission Control (CAC) scheme in order to provide
effective bandwidth management for BWASs at the admission level. The proposed CAC
scheme is designed to support users having different bandwidth requirements and
belonging to different classes of traffic. To optimize bandwidth management at the
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admission level, we integrate our proposed CAC scheme with a dynamic pricing
component. Dynamic pricing is utilized to provide monetary incentives to the users to
regulate their usage of the wireless system’s resources to achieve the best possible system
performance. Specifically, the pricing component dynamically computes the prices of
wireless services depending on the load of the system using an ex-ante analysis of user
demand behaviors towards price changes. A distinctive feature of our CAC-based
dynamic pricing scheme is that the CAC and pricing functions are executed
independently, hence simplifying their implementation and providing network operators
the flexibility to use different CAC and user demand functions without affecting the
computation of prices. We demonstrate that our CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme can
guarantee a congestion-free system if the utilized user demand model is accurate in
predicting their reaction to price changes. We also demonstrate that our proposed scheme
can significantly increase the utilization of the wireless network, hence increasing the
revenues of network operators.

1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents some background material and
previous work that are necessary for understanding the discussions to follow. Chapter 3
introduces our packet scheduling scheme that is designed to provide efficient bandwidth
management at the packet level. Chapter 4 presents our bandwidth provisioning scheme,
which aims at managing the bandwidth at the class level. Our dynamic weight update
scheme is also presented in this chapter. Chapter 5 discusses our CAC-based dynamic
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pricing scheme, which aims at preventing congestion as well as maximizing the system
utilization. Chapter 6 presents the conclusions drawn from the thesis and discusses
possible future research directions.

Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter provides the background material to help the reader follow the remainder of
this thesis. Section 2.1 presents an overview of two of the most well-known BWASs,
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX). Common features of HSDPA and WiMAX, which are
utilized in this thesis, are discussed in this section. Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, respectively,
provide detailed descriptions of packet-level, class-level and admission-level bandwidth
management. A comprehensive literature review and comparisons are also provided in
these sections.

12
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2.1 Broadband Wireless Access Systems
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), labeled as 3.5G BWAS, has been
introduced as an extension of UMTS [2], to optimize its support for data services. UMTS
already offers fast data services, such as high-quality video transmissions at 384 Kbps.
HSDPA, however, brings further enhancements to the provisioning of packet-data
services, both in terms of system and end-user performance. This is because HSDPA is
designed to achieve higher performance with a peak downlink data rate that is about 14.4
Mbps. As a result, network operators can offer their customers even more sophisticated
multimedia services while on the move. HSDPA is particularly suited to extremely
asymmetrical data services, which require significantly higher data rates for the downlink
transmission than they do for the uplink.
The Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) is another
BWAS that has been standardized by the IEEE 802.16 group. WiMAX comes in two
versions, fixed WiMAX based on the 802.16-2004 standard [3] and mobile WiMAX
based on the 802.16e amendment [4] to the 802.16 standard. Both versions of WiMAX
can theoretically support up to 70 Mbps and its base station can reach up to 50 km, hence
enabling high-speed wireless access over large metropolitan areas. WiMAX promises
compelling economics and a simplified IP-based architecture that reduces complexity and
cost. The robust QoS support in WiMAX will enable it to efficiently handle real-time
multimedia services such as video, high quality online gaming and streaming music in
addition to providing "last mile" broadband connections, hotspots and high-speed
connectivity for business customers.
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HSDPA and WiMAX are two different technologies that differ in a number of
aspects including air interface, coverage, system architecture, etc. These two technologies,
however, rely on many similar features that allow them to achieve the high data rates they
support. The two most important common features are utilizing adaptive modulation4 and
Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ), which are tightly coupled and rely on rapid
adaptation of the transmission parameters to the instantaneous radio conditions. Adaptive
modulation techniques enable the use of spectrally efficient higher order modulation
when channel conditions permit, and revert to more robust lower order modulation for
less favorable channel conditions. This implies that users with good channel conditions
will potentially enjoy higher supportable data rates by using higher order modulation,
whereas users with bad channel conditions will experience lower data rates. HARQ
rapidly requests the retransmission of missing data entities and combines the soft
information from the original transmission and any subsequent retransmissions before
any attempts are made to decode a message. The main advantage of HARQ is reducing
the number of data retransmissions in BWASs, hence improving the delay latency of
these systems.
Another key common feature between HSDPA and WiMAX is the use of a shared
channel for data transmissions. The rationale behind using a shared channel for data
transmissions instead of dedicated ones is twofold. First, it improves the utilization of the
wireless resources of BWASs, and hence it enables these systems to accommodate more
user connections. Second, it reduces the cost of per-bit transmission, hence lowering the

4

Modulation refers to superimposing the information bits on the carrier frequency.
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cost of providing wireless services. Although HSDPA and WiMAX use different channel
structures, their shared channels are divided into transmission time frames consisting of a
number of slots, where each slot is of some fixed size. In HSDPA, the frame size is fixed
at 2 ms whereas in WiMAX it can be variable and can range from 2.5 ms to 20 ms. Data
transmission in these systems is done at their base stations at the beginning of each time
frame.
Using shared channels for data transmission, however, complicates the task of
resource sharing and bandwidth management. More intelligent and sophisticated
bandwidth management schemes are needed to distribute the wireless resources among
mobile users who have diverse QoS requirements and different channel quality
conditions. To maximize the efficiency of BWASs and improve user satisfactions,
bandwidth management is done at three levels, namely packet-level, class-level and
admission-level. Due to the importance of each of these levels, they are discussed in
depth in the following sections. It is imperative to point out that bandwidth management
in the downlink direction can be different from that of the uplink due to different channel
characteristics, amount of assigned resources, etc. The thesis focus is on the downlink,
and therefore, our discussion hereafter covers only bandwidth management in downlink
communication.

2.2 Packet-Level Bandwidth Management
A key component of BWASs is packet-level bandwidth management, which is realized
through the use of packet scheduling. Packet scheduling will play an increasingly
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prominent role in BWASs, since these systems are characterized by using downlink
shared channels to support the increasing number of mobile data users. A centralized
downlink packet scheduler is implemented at the base stations of these systems to
provide fast scheduling decisions for controlling the allocation of the downlink shared
channels to the mobile users by deciding which of their packets should be transmitted
during a given time interval. Thus, to a large extent, the scheduler determines the overall
behavior of these systems. One important factor that has been added to the scheduling
problem in BWASs is the channel quality conditions of the mobile users. Mobile users
experience varying channel conditions due to mobility, interference caused by other users
in the system, distance from the base station, etc. The packet scheduler in BWASs should
track the instantaneous channel conditions of the users and select for transmission those
users who are experiencing good channel conditions to maximize the system throughput
[5]. However, exploiting user channel quality conditions in the scheduling decisions
raises the issue of fairness, as those users with bad channel conditions may not get served,
and thus they may suffer from starvation. Therefore, packet schedulers should be
carefully designed to maximize the efficiency of BWASs, while ensuring fairness among
mobile users.
Packet scheduling in BWASs works as follows. Each user regularly informs the
base station of his channel quality condition by sending a report in the uplink direction to
the base station. The report contains information about the instantaneous channel quality
condition of the user. The base station, in turn, uses this information to select the
appropriate user(s) according to the adopted scheduling scheme as shown in Figure 2.1.
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For example, in HSDPA, users are able to measure their current channel quality
conditions by measuring the power of the received signal from the base station and then,
using a set of models described in [7], to determine their current supportable data rates.

Figure 2.1: Packet scheduling

Several packet scheduling schemes have been proposed for BWASs. An overview
of QoS provisioning techniques including state-of-the art packet scheduling in Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) networks is presented in [8]. In our recent study [5],
we surveyed HSDPA scheduling schemes, which we classified into two groups: real-time
and non-real-time scheduling schemes. Non-real-time scheduling schemes are designed
for non-real-time and best-effort traffic, where the user’s average throughput is the main
QoS metric. Real-time scheduling schemes are designed for multimedia traffic with QoS
requirements such as minimum data rate or maximum delay requirements. The most
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well-known non-real-time packet scheduling schemes in BWASs are the Maximum
Carrier to Interface Ratio (Max CIR) [9] and Proportional Fairness (PF) [10]. Max CIR
serves the users with the best channel quality conditions. Hence, maximizing the
throughput of the wireless network at the expense of fairness. PF tries to balance the
throughput-fairness trade-off by serving the users with the best relative channel quality
condition, where the relative channel quality condition is the user’s channel quality
condition divided by his average throughput. Therefore, the PF scheme gives more
priority to users as their average throughputs decrease in order to prevent users with good
channel quality conditions from monopolizing the wireless resources as is the case with
Max CIR.
It has been shown, however, that the PF scheme is fair only in ideal cases, where
users experience similar channel conditions. The PF scheme, therefore, becomes unfair
and unable to exploit multi-user diversity 5 in more realistic situations, where users
usually experience different channel conditions [11] and [12]. To solve this problem, a
Score-Based (SB) scheduling scheme is proposed in [12]. Unlike the PF scheme, the SB
scheme selects the user whose current channel quality condition is high relative to his
own rate statistics instead of selecting the one whose channel quality condition is high
relative to his average throughput. Another proposal is Fast Fair Throughput (FFT) [13].
FFT modifies the PF scheme by multiplying the relative channel quality conditions of the
users by an equalizer term to ensure a fair long-run throughput distribution among them.

5

Exploiting the variations of the channel conditions of the users by serving those with more favorable
channel conditions for the benefit of user and/or system capacity.
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In [14] and [15] a packet scheduling scheme known as the Modified Largest
Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF) is proposed to accommodate real-time traffic. MLWDF uses the relative channel quality condition to compute the user’s priority in the
same manner as PF. To accommodate real-time traffic with delay requirements, MLWDF multiplies the user’s relative channel quality condition by a term representing the
user’s packet delay. This term ranges from 0 to 1, where it approaches 1 as the user’s
head of queue packet delay approaches its delay threshold. It is shown in [16] that MLWDF may result in unfair distribution of wireless resources since if two users have the
same head of queue packet delay, they will be assigned different priorities if their
supportable data rates are different. Therefore, an enhancement of M-LWDF, referred as
the Fair Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (FM-LWDF) is proposed in [16] to
improve the fairness of M-LWDF. FM-LWDF borrows the equalizer term from the FFT
scheme and adds it to M-LWDF in order to improve fairness among users.
In [17], another packet scheduling scheme known as the Max CIR with Early Delay
Notification (EDN) is proposed. EDN tries to maximize the system throughput by
scheduling the users using the Max CIR scheme as long as their packets’ delays are
below a certain threshold. If the packets delays of one or more users exceed a certain
threshold, then the packets that have been queued the longest time are served first.
Another proposal for a packet scheduling scheme is proposed in [18]. The scheme
represents the satisfaction of each user by a utility function and aims at maximizing the
users’ utilities. Two utility functions are proposed, one for delay-constrained traffic based
on its delay and the other for best-effort traffic based on its average throughput. The
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scheme, however, ignores users with data rate requirements. In addition, even though the
scheme supports fairness among best-effort users, it ignores fairness among delaysensitive users. Moreover, the scheme does not provide inter- and intra- class
prioritization, which may limit its practicality.
Like the scheme in [18], the scheme in [19] uses different utility functions
depending on the data rate requirements of users (e.g., stringent, flexible, etc). The
scheme, however, ignores delay-sensitive users. In addition, the scheme does not take
into account the instantaneous channel quality conditions of mobile users in the
scheduling decisions, which is one of the most important features of packet scheduling in
BWASs.
Therefore, packet-level bandwidth management in BWASs is still an open issue
because of the need for a packet scheduling scheme that is capable of simultaneously
supporting various QoS requirements in addition to providing effective inter- and intraclass prioritization and fairness. We further remark that none of the schemes discussed in
this section considers the revenues of network operators, which may limit their viability.

2.3 Class-Level Bandwidth Management
As aforementioned, packet scheduling will play an imperative role in BWASs because of
its key functionality in controlling the distribution of their shared wireless channels
among users. Packet scheduling by itself, however, cannot achieve optimized bandwidth
management. This is because it only considers the current time frame to make its decision.
To augment the scheduling performance and maintain acceptable levels of QoS
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throughout the lifetime of user connections, packet scheduling must be coupled with a
longer term class-level bandwidth management scheme to span multiple time frames and
decide how they are shared among the different classes of traffic, and hence their
corresponding users. Class-level bandwidth management, which we refer to as
“bandwidth provisioning”, can be thought as a longer-term post admission bandwidth
management that aims at satisfying the long-term bandwidth requirements of users for the
lifetimes of their connections, as opposed to packet scheduling, which only allocates
bandwidth over single time frames. Bandwidth provisioning works as follows. It first
gathers the bandwidth requirements of each class based on the bandwidth requirements of
its admitted users. It then determines how many frames are needed to satisfy each class.
Once the number of time frames is determined for each class, packet scheduling can then
be used to distribute them among the class’s users on a frame by frame basis as shown in
Figure 2.26.

Figure 2.2: Class-level bandwidth management
6

Note that the frames allocated per class need not be consecutive and they are only depicted this way for
illustration purposes.
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Most of the work on bandwidth provisioning has been done at the admission level
[20], [21], [22], [23] and [24]. These schemes implement the CAC function and aim at
maximizing the number of admitted users while satisfying the bandwidth requirements of
different classes of traffic. Bandwidth management at admission level is very important
in improving the performance of BWASs as discussed in the next section. There is a need,
however, for bandwidth provisioning at the frame level (i.e., during the lifetimes of user
connections). This is due to the varying bandwidth requirements of mobile users during
the lifetimes of their connections as a result of their traffic burstiness and also due to their
varying channel quality conditions, which affect the capacity of the base station, and
hence the amount of bandwidth that it can sustain to each one of them. Little research
work, has considered the problem of bandwidth provisioning across the user connections
[25], [26], [27] and [28]. The scheme in [25] aims at minimizing the expected number of
packets awaiting transmission for each user in order to reduce the overall system delay. It
supports prioritization between users belonging to different classes of traffic. However, it
does not support users with different bandwidth requirements. Therefore, users with
higher number of packets in their corresponding queues can get more bandwidth
regardless of the bandwidth required by other users in the system. In addition, to increase
the efficiency of the system, the scheme assigns more priorities to users having higher
“probability of connectivity” between them and the base station, where the probability of
connectivity is used as a measure of the channel quality conditions of users. This measure,
however, does not reflect the actual instantaneous data rates that the users can send or
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receive at, which depend on their instantaneous channel quality conditions. Using this
measure, the scheme may consequently assign more/less bandwidth than what is actually
needed by users.
The scheme in [26] divides the number of slots in each time frame between
different classes of traffic so that the frame-level connection blocking probability of each
class (i.e., the probability that connections within each class are blocked and not assigned
time slots in the current frame) is minimized. Unlike the scheme in [25], the scheme in
[26] considers the instantaneous channel quality conditions of users as well as their
minimum bandwidth requirements in the slot allocation process.
The bandwidth provisioning schemes in [27] and [28] do not consider the varying
channel quality conditions of mobile users. Hence, they cannot achieve optimized
bandwidth provisioning. In addition, these schemes provide very limited QoS support,
and hence they are incapable of supporting many multimedia services in BWASs.
We remark that the schemes in [25], [26], [27] and [28] are designed to allocate
slots within one time frame. However, as mentioned previously, to maintain the QoS of
ongoing users at acceptable levels throughout the lifetime of their connections, there is a
need for bandwidth provisioning over multiple time frames. In addition, these schemes
lack support for fairness between different classes. Hence, they may result in unfair
allocation of bandwidth, where users with good channel quality conditions and/or high
bandwidth requirements may monopolize the whole bandwidth. Furthermore, none of
these schemes considers the revenues of network operators when allocating the time slots.
As a result, these schemes may not be desired by network operators, who are certainly
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concerned about maximizing their revenues. Therefore, there is a need for a bandwidth
provisioning scheme that is able to allocate multiple time frames and provide fairness
between classes of traffic, while considering the revenues of network operators.

2.4 Admission-Level Bandwidth Management
Packet-level and class-level bandwidth management solutions improve the performance
of BWASs but they cannot guarantee QoS to mobile users especially during congestion
periods when the demand for bandwidth exceeds the system capacity. This necessitates
the need for admission-level bandwidth management. Network operators typically
employ CAC in order to manage the bandwidth of their wireless systems at the
admission-level (i.e., prior to admission). By limiting the number of admitted user
connections in the system, CAC can guarantee that the packet-level QoS (e.g., packet
delay, average throughput, etc) of ongoing connections will not be adversely affected as a
result of new incoming ones. There are two types of connections at admission level, new
and handoff connections. A new connection occurs when a user initiates a new
connection request, while a handoff connection occurs when an active user moves from
one cell to another. Besides maintaining the packet-level QoS of ongoing connections at
acceptable levels, CAC aims at enhancing admission-level QoS. The main QoS metrics at
admission level are the new connection blocking and handoff connection dropping
probabilities. The new connection blocking probability is the probability that a new
connection is rejected and the handoff connection dropping probability is the probability
that a handoff connection is dropped.
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CAC has been extensively studied in the literature [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [29],
[30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36] and [37]. According to [38], existing CAC schemes
can be classified as being either measurement-based, interactive, non-interactive,
distributed, non-distributed, predictive and/or non-predictive. Measurement-based CAC
schemes make their admission decisions based on measurement of actual current network
traffic load [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36] and [37].
Such measurements include the interference caused by the users in the network and the
base station power. Non-interactive schemes instantaneously make their decisions on
whether or not to accept a connection request to the system based on previously measured
interference values or received power values. Interactive schemes allow users to interact
with the system before making any admission decisions and monitor/predict their affect
on the network if their connections are accepted [33]. Such interaction allows the system
to gradually increase the power of new users until they are admitted instead of blocking
them when there is insufficient power to support their connection requests at the time
they are made. Distributed schemes [29], [30], [35], [36] and [37] consider status
information for other base stations than the one that the connection requests are made to
as opposed to non-distributed schemes [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [31], [32], [33] and
[34], which only interact with single base stations. Predictive schemes make predictions
on future traffic conditions, which are then used to base their decisions on whether to
accept new user connection requests or not [29], [30], [35], [36] and [37].
Existing CAC schemes have been shown to be very efficient in improving the
packet-level QoS of ongoing connections amid congestion periods. However, they are not
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as efficient in improving the admission-level QoS. This is because these schemes by
themselves cannot avoid congestion because they do not provide incentives to users to
share wireless system resources rationally and efficiently. Therefore, the connection
blocking and dropping probabilities can reach high levels during congested periods.
Recently, there has been some research on integrating admission-level dynamic pricing
with CAC in order to control connection request arrivals to the system through monetary
incentives, hence maintaining the admission-level QoS at the desired thresholds. Because
of the relevance of this area of research to the work in this thesis, it is discussed in detail
in the following subsection.

2.4.1 Admission-Level Dynamic Pricing
In admission-level dynamic pricing, the price for a unit of time or bandwidth is
determined when the user initiates a connection request and before he is admitted to the
system. The price in this case is fixed for the connection duration. This price is
dynamically determined according to the network load based on an ex-ante analysis of
user demand behaviors towards price changes. Dynamic pricing solutions in general
assume that users are price-sensitive, which is normally the case with most users.
Dynamic pricing can competently promote rational and efficient usage of the shared
wireless resources by influencing user behaviors. Dynamic pricing is, therefore, a
promising solution to traffic control problems, which can help alleviate the problem of
congestion and provide efficient bandwidth management. In addition, dynamic pricing
can enhance economic efficiency, since it ensures that the wireless resources are given to
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those who value them the most. Furthermore, dynamic pricing is cost-effective and can
generate higher revenues. It should be noted that, since users are charged at admission
level, handoff connections are not affected by dynamic prices since they were charged at
the cell where the connections were first initiated. In general, the design of any dynamic
pricing scheme depends primarily on two fundamental components:
1) User behavior: any dynamic pricing scheme must take into account the demand
behaviors of users. Different users react differently to prices because some of
them are more sensitive to prices than others. This is known in economics as the

price elasticity of demand, which measures the responsiveness of a change in
demand for a good or service to a change in price [39]. Different pricing schemes
use different demand models. For example, some use exponential functions to
represent the user demand for wireless services, whereas others use utility
functions to represent the users’ preferences and/or their Willingness to Pay 7
(WTP) for a certain service.
2) Price function: the price function determines how the price of a certain service is
computed for a unit of time, bandwidth and/or power. Different schemes use
different price functions depending on many factors including objectives of
dynamic pricing, characterizations of resource usage, causes of congestion,
assumptions about user behaviors, etc.
The general procedure for admission-level dynamic pricing is as follows. When a
user makes a new connection request, the base station or any other centralized entity in

7

The monetary value users are willing to pay for a certain service.
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BWASs, computes the price for a unit of time or bandwidth according to the CAC
scheme and announces this price to the user as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). If the user accepts
the price, he can then establish the connection. Otherwise, he can retry later when the
price is affordable. If the request is a handoff connection, then the base station only
checks if there are enough resources for such a request; and consequently makes the
decision to accept the connection or reject it based on this information without computing
a new price as shown in Figure 2.3 (b). It should be noted that the prices need not be
announced to users after they make connection requests. For example, the prices can be
broadcasted periodically to users whether they make connection requests or not.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Admission-level dynamic pricing procedure for (a) new connection and (b)
handoff connection
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Several CAC schemes with dynamic pricing have been proposed in the literature
[40], [41] and [42]. The scheme in [40] dynamically computes the optimal price so that
the price-affected connection arrival rates maximize the social welfare of the system (i.e.,
the summation of users’ utilities).The user utility is assumed to be a function of the
connection blocking probabilities, which are, in turn, a function of the arrival rates.
However, the scheme is designed only to avert network congestion, where a flat rate
pricing is assumed when the network is underutilized. Therefore, users are not given any
incentives to increase their usage of the network when it is underutilized, which results in
resource wastage, and hence potential revenue loss. In addition, the scheme lacks support
for QoS, since it assumes that all connections require the same amount of resources. This
makes it unsuitable for BWASs.
In [41], a CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme is proposed. In this scheme users are
divided into two types, priority users and conventional users. When the network is
underutilized, all users in this scheme are considered conventional users and are placed in
the conventional queue awaiting admission, where they are charged a flat rate. During
congested periods, a dynamic price is computed and the users are given the option to
choose between being priority users, where they are charged a higher dynamic price and
are placed in the priority queue to be served faster; or being conventional users, where
they are charged a flat rate and are served more slowly. The dynamic price is determined
so that the maximum number of users that the network can accommodate, and yet
conform to the delay the users can spend in the admission queue is achieved.
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However, even though the scheme considers the delay users experience in
admission queues, it does not take into account the new connection blocking and handoff
connection dropping probabilities. This may not be practical since wireless network
operators have a limit on the number of connections they can block, which is usually
determined by regulations. In addition, like the scheme in [40], this scheme assumes that
connections require the same amount of resources, rendering it unsuitable for BWASs.
Moreover, the scheme is only designed to prevent congestion. Therefore, it does not
provide incentives to users to increase their demand for the network services when the
network is underutilized.
The CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme in [42] aims at reducing congestion and
maximizing revenues in wireless cellular networks. The scheme considers the effects of
prices on connection arrivals, retrials (i.e., requesting the same service again after being
blocked) and substitutions among services (i.e., substituting a service for another after
being blocked). Using some assumptions about the new and handoff connection arrival
rates, the scheme dynamically determines the prices of network services so as to
encourage or discourage the arrival rates to the system to reserve some bandwidth for
arriving handoff or higher-revenue-generating users.
Even though the scheme considers different classes of traffic, it assumes that users
within each class request the same amount of bandwidth. This is still impractical in
BWASs since, in these systems, each class can include various services each requesting
different amount of bandwidth (e.g., audio streaming and video streaming in the
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streaming class). In addition, the scheme is complex and requires many calculations to
determine prices.
Note that the schemes in [40], [41] and [42] are based on assumptions about user
demand models and cannot, therefore, be generalized to work with different demand
models without affecting the way prices are computed. This limits their scalability, since
different network operators might have different demand models depending on their
subscribers. The schemes in [43], [44], [45], [46] and [47] apply dynamic pricing at
admission level without using CAC. These schemes, therefore, cannot achieve optimized
admission-level bandwidth management. In addition, the schemes in [48], [49], [50], [51],
[52], and [53] apply dynamic pricing during the user connection (i.e., after being
admitted). The users in these schemes are charged according to the amount of power they
consume over the lifetimes of their connections. These schemes aim at mitigating
interference in interference-limited8 networks such as CDMA networks. However, these
schemes may not be accepted by users because it is difficult to anticipate the total charge9
for each connection, since dynamic prices vary amid the user’s connection. More
elaborate discussions about these schemes can be found in our recent survey paper on
dynamic pricing in wireless networks [54]. A general overview on the role of pricing
including dynamic pricing in radio resource planning and management is discussed in
[55].

8

In interference-limited networks, amount of power transmitted by each user causes interference to other
users in the network.
9
Charge is the amount that is billed for a service, whereas price is the amount of money associated with a
unit of service. That is, price is used to compute the charge [6].
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Therefore, there is a need for a CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme that is able to
support different classes of traffic with different users having different bandwidth
requirements, work with various demand models and compute the dynamic prices in a
simple way.

2.5 Summary
This chapter presented existing research efforts in packet-level, class-level and
admission-level bandwidth management in BWASs. Current state-of-the-art bandwidth
management schemes at each one of these levels were surveyed. Advantages and
limitations of the surveyed schemes were outlined. Table 2.1 provides comparisons
between the schemes discussed in this chapter, which are most relevant to our work,
using the following comparison criterion:

•

Bandwidth management level: the level at which bandwidth management is
performed.

•

Channel quality consideration: whether the scheme considers the channel quality
conditions of users or not.

•

Supported QoS: the type of QoS the scheme supports. For example, some
schemes support different classes of traffic, whereas others provide very limited
QoS support.

•

Fairness support: whether the scheme supports some form of fairness between
users and/or classes or not.
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Revenue consideration: whether the scheme considers the revenues of network
operators or not.

As observed from Table 2.1 and despite extensive research efforts, comprehensive
bandwidth management in BWASs is still an open research problem. This is because
existing bandwidth management schemes deal only partially with the issues of QoS
support, considerations of users’ channel quality conditions, fairness support and revenue
considerations. Hence, such schemes cannot optimize the performance of BWASs nor
can they maximize the satisfactions of users.
In this thesis, we aim at considering all the aforementioned issues as well as
providing network operators the flexibility to determine the appropriate trade-offs
between conflicting issues (e.g., maximizing throughput vs. achieving fairness). This is
achieved by designing a bandwidth management framework consisting of different
components that operate at different bandwidth management levels. Such a framework is
of practical importance to network operators due to the expected increase of demand for
multimedia services in BWASs and its consequences in terms of the need for better
bandwidth management to ensure user satisfaction and increased revenues. Specifically,
the framework consists of three components, a packet scheduling scheme, a bandwidth
management scheme and a CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme.
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Table 2.1: Comparison between different bandwidth management schemes
Criteria
Reference

Management
Level

Channel
consideration

QoS Support

Fairness
Support

Revenue
consideration

[9]

Packet-level

Yes

No

No

No

[10]

Packet-level

Yes

No

Yes

No

[11]

Packet-level

Yes

No

Yes

No

[13]

Packet-level

Yes

No

Yes

No

[14], [15]

Packet-level

Yes

Packet delay
only

Yes

No

[16]

Packet-level

Yes

Packet delay
only

Yes

No

[17]

Packet-level

Yes

Packet delay
only

No

No

[18]

Packet-level

Yes

Packet delay
only

Partial

No

[19]

Packet-level

No

Yes

No

[25]

Class-level

Partial

No

No

[26]

Class-level

Yes

No

No

[27]

Class-level

No

No

No

No

[28]

Class-level

No

No

No

No

[40]

Admissionlevel

No

No

No

No

[41]

Admissionlevel

No

No

No

No

No

Different
classes of
traffic / same
requirements
within each
class

No

Yes

[42]

Admissionlevel

Data Rate
only
Inter-class
prioritization
only
Different
classes of
traffic with
different
bandwidth
requirements

Chapter 3
Optimal Packet Scheduling Scheme
Packet scheduling will have a great impact on the performance of BWASs because of its
decisive role in distributing the wireless resources of these systems among mobile users.
A distinctive feature of packet scheduling in BWASs is the adoption of the users’ channel
quality conditions in the scheduling decisions in order to maximize the capacities of these
systems. This, however, adds a new dimension to the scheduling problem and
complicates the task of scheduling as it raises the issue of fairness. Therefore, a good
design of a packet scheduling scheme should properly balance the throughput-fairness
trade-off. In addition, packet scheduling should be competent in supporting different QoS
as BWASs support different types of multimedia services, which in essence, have diverse
QoS requirements. Finally, any packet scheduling scheme should consider the revenues
of network operators in the scheduling decisions. This will indubitably ensure the
viability of the scheme.
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In this chapter, we introduce our packet scheduling scheme, which aims at
providing efficient bandwidth management at the packet level. The scheme is based on
practical economic concepts to maximize the satisfactions of users as well as network
operators. We also introduce the concept of opportunity cost and show how it can be used
to limit the revenue loss resulting from scheduling low revenue generating users.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 outlines our proposed
packet scheduling scheme and discusses its objectives. Section 3.2 describes the system
model. Section 3.3 presents the general formulation of our proposed packet scheduling
scheme, which includes utility and opportunity cost functions, followed by specific
definitions for the utility function’s parameters to support different types of traffic with
different QoS requirements. Section 3.4 illustrates the effectiveness and strengths of our
proposed packet scheduling scheme through a comprehensive performance evaluation.
Section 3.5 summarizes the chapter.

3.1 Scheme Outline and Objectives
We propose a novel packet scheduling scheme for BWASs. The proposed scheme is to be
implemented at the base stations of these systems, where packet scheduling is performed
as discussed in Chapter 2. Our proposed scheme is designed to simultaneously achieve
the following objectives:
1) Supporting multiple classes of traffic with users having different QoS and traffic
demands;
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2) Satisfying the conflicting requirements of the users and network operators (i.e.,
guaranteed QoS vs. revenues);
3) Maximizing the throughput of the wireless system; and
4) Ensuring a fair distribution of wireless resources (e.g., bandwidth).

Unlike most existing schemes, where different users within each class are assumed to
have the same QoS requirements, we consider a more generalized problem, supporting
multiple users with different QoS requirements within each class. This is more practical
since each traffic class in BWASs can include various services with different QoS
requirements (e.g., video and audio streaming in the streaming class). Another problem
that is dealt with in our scheme is satisfying the conflicting requirements of the network
operator (i.e., high revenues) and the users (i.e., guaranteed QoS). In practice, different
users may have different preferences depending on many factors including the types of
wireless services they request, age, budgets, etc. These preferences are accounted for in
our scheme by employing a utility function with certain practical properties. To this end,
we provide specific definitions for the utility function to support three different types of
traffic, namely best-effort traffic, traffic with minimum data rate requirements and traffic
with maximum packet delay requirements. In addition, we show that the two well-known
scheduling schemes, Maximum Carrier to Interface Ratio (Max CIR) [9] and Proportional
Fairness (PF) [10] are special cases of our proposed scheme. This gives the network
operator more flexibility in choosing between different scheduling schemes. The
preferences of the network operator are represented in our scheme by an opportunity cost
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function to bound revenue loss resulting from serving low revenue generating users. To
maximize the system throughput, the proposed packet scheduling scheme utilizes the
information of the channel quality conditions of the users in its scheduling decisions.
Furthermore, we provide unique fairness parameters for the traffic cases that are
considered in this chapter to ensure a fair distribution of the wireless resources (e.g.,
bandwidth).

3.2 System Model
We consider a BWAS comprising a downlink time-slotted shared channel. Data
transmission is done in time frames of fixed or variable size duration, where each frame
consists of a number of fixed size time slots. We consider that the base station serves N
user connections. We also consider that there are K classes of traffic, where class i has
higher priority than class i+1. Let N i denote the number of class i user connections, and
K

N = ∑ N i . We allow users within the same class to have different QoS requirements
i =1

depending on the types of services they request. Also, and without loss of generality, we
assume that each user has one connection request. Thus, the base station maintains one
queue for every user.
Upon call arrival, the BWAS receives traffic in the form of IP packets from higher
layers, which are segmented into fixed size Protocol Data Units (PDUs). These PDUs are
stored in the transmission queue of the corresponding connection. Subsequently, the
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PDUs are transmitted to the appropriate connection(s) according to the adopted
scheduling scheme as shown in Figure 3.1.
As explained in Chapter 2, each user regularly informs the base station of his
channel quality condition by sending a report in the uplink to the base station. The report
contains information about the instantaneous channel quality condition of the user. The
scheduling scheme would then use this information to select the appropriate
connection(s) for transmission.

Figure 3.1: System model
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3.3 Fair Class-based Packet Scheduling Scheme
In this section, we present our proposed packet scheduling scheme, which we refer to as
Fair Class-Based Packet Scheduling (FCBPS). We first begin by outlining the general
formulation of the scheduling problem, which includes a general utility function to
represent the satisfactions of mobile users and an opportunity cost function to represent
the cost of serving them (in terms of revenue loss). Next we state the conditions that the
utility function should satisfy and we propose a plausible utility function that meets the
stated conditions. After that, we provide specific definitions for the parameters of the
proposed utility function to support three different types of traffic with different QoS
requirements, namely best-effort traffic, traffic with minimum data rate requirements and
traffic with maximum delay requirements.
The satisfaction of user j of class i at time t as perceived by the network operator

(

m

)

can be expressed by a utility function of the form U ij {Xijz (t )}z =ij1 , where
m

m

m −1

{Xijz (t )}z =ij1 = { X ij1 (t ), X ij2 (t ),..., X ij ij (t )} 10 , X ij1 (t ),..., X ij ij (t ) are chosen QoS quantitative

measures of the user’s satisfactions with the wireless system such as the average
m

throughput, current data rate, average delay, etc, X ij ij (t ) is a fairness measure that
represents how fair the scheduling scheme is to the user, z = 1, 2.., mij is an index that
refers to any of the QoS measures and mij is the maximum number of chosen quantitative

10

In this thesis, the notation

z = 1, 2,..., mij .

m

{ }z =ij1 is used to represent a set of elements indexed from 1 to mij , i.e.,
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measures for user j of class i. The main objective of our packet scheduling scheme is to
find a subset of users ( N* ) to transmit their packets to in order to maximize social
welfare, which is the summation of user utilities [39]. Thus, the scheduling scheme can
be formulated as the following optimization problem

K

Objective:

max
*
*

( i , j )∈N , N ⊆ N

Ni

∑∑U
i =1 j =1

ij

({X (t )} )
z
ij

mij
z =1

Subject to: ν ijz ,min ≤ X ijz (t ) ≤ ν ijz ,max , ∀j ∈ N, ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ mij



 ∑ R ij (t )  ≤ C
 (i , j )∈N*

OCN* (t ) ≤ H

(3.1)

where N* ⊆ N is the set of users (represented by the tuple ( i, j ), where i the class index and
j is the user’s index within the class) that are selected to transmit to, N is the set of the total
number of users in the system, the first constraint is used to ensure lower and upper bounds
m

on QoS provided to users (e.g., minimum and maximum data rate), ν ijz ,min ∈ {ν zij ,min }z =ij1 and
mij

ν z ,max ∈ {ν z ,max }z =1 are predefined values for the lower and upper bounds corresponding to
ij

ij

the zth QoS measure for user j (i.e., X ijz (t ) ), respectively, R ij (t ) is the current supportable
data rate of user j at time t, which depends on his channel quality condition11, C is the

11

Note that Rij (t ) is computed based on the channel quality condition of the user as explained in Section

2.2. However, if the user requires less than Rij (t ) to empty his buffer, then we set Rij (t ) to the data rate that
is just enough to empty the user’s buffer in order to avoid giving more slots than the user needs.
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system capacity, OCN* (t ) is a cost function representing the cost of serving the selected
users at time t (i.e., the users in set N* ) and H is a predefined value. We consider the
opportunity cost 12 as our cost function. The concept of opportunity cost can be used to
manage the trade-off between fairness and revenue. This is because fairness may force the
scheduler to serve low-revenue-generating users resulting in revenue loss to the network
operator. Therefore, OCN* (t ) is used to bound this revenue loss. We define OCN* (t ) as
follows. Let:
•

pij : price per bit for user j of class i.

•

{Rv g }gN=1 = {Rvij1 , Rvij2 , ..., RvijN | Rvijg ≥ Rvijg +1 } , where Rvijg = pij ⋅ Rij (t ) is the revenue
that the network operator will earn from user j given that this user is served in the
current time frame. That is, the set {Rv g }gN=1 contains all users in descending order of
the revenue that the network operator will earn from each one of them provided that
they are served in the current time frame.

•

Re vMax =



Rv g , given that  ∑
Rij (t )  ≤ C . Re v Max is the maximum
 (i , j )∈{Rv g }N

g∈{ Rv g }Ng=1
g =1



∑

obtainable revenue in the current time frame (i.e., the maximum revenue the network
operator can generate in the current time frame). Re v Max is obtained by calculating
the revenues of all users that could send in the current time frame (i.e., without

12

The opportunity cost for a good is defined as the value of any other goods or services that a person must
give up in order to produce or get that good [39].
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exceeding the system capacity) and that if served, they will generate the maximum
revenue to the network operator.

Therefore, OCN* (t ) is defined as follows:
OCN* (t ) = Re vMax −

∑

pij ⋅ R ij (t )

(3.2)

( i , j )∈N*

That is, the opportunity cost is a measure of how much revenue the network operator
would forego if the users in set N* are selected for transmission given that there are
higher-revenue-generating users (i.e., the users that generate Re v Max ). The network
operator can determine the appropriate level of opportunity cost of fairness by choosing
the value of H, and hence the appropriate level of fairness-revenue. For example, the
network operator could restrict the revenue loss to be no more than 20% of the maximum
obtainable revenue (i.e., H = ζ ⋅ Re v Max , where ζ = 0.2 ). Note that if H = 0 , then this
implies that the network operator cannot tolerate any revenue loss, and therefore, only the
highest-revenue-generating users are scheduled to transmit. On the other hand, if

H = Re v Max then the opportunity cost is ignored. In this case, all users are considered
for transmission.
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3.3.1 The Utility Function

(

m

)

To ensure the practicality of the scheduling scheme, we require U ij {Xijz (t )}z =ij1 to meet
the following conditions:
1)

∂ U ij (t )
m
≥ 0, ∀z , z ∈ {1, 2,..., mij }; X ijz (t ) ∈ { X ij1 (t ), X ij2 (t ),..., X ij (t )} ,
z
∂ X ij (t )
ij

the

utility

should be a non-decreasing function of X ijz (t ) to ensure that the user is satisfied
with more allocated network resources (i.e., more X ijz (t ) ).

(

m

)

(

m

)

2) Uij {Xijz (t)}z=ij1 = Umin , if Xijz (t ) = Xijz ,min (t ), ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ mij ,

Uij {Xijz (t)}z=ij1 ≥ Umin , otherwise.
where X ijz ,min (t ) is the minimum value of the zth QoS measure. That is, if all QoS
measures are at their minimum values, then the user’s utility is at its minimum
value (i.e., U min ) reflecting that the user is dissatisfied with receiving low QoS. If
only some QoS measures are at their minimum values, then the user’s utility is
larger than or equal to the minimum value.

(

m

)

(

m

)

3) U ij {Xijz (t )}z =ij1 = U max , if Xijz (t ) = Xijz ,max (t ), ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ mij ,
U ij {Xijz (t )}z =ij1 ≤ U max , otherwise.
where X ijz ,max (t ) is the maximum value of the zth QoS measure. That is, if all QoS
measures are at their maximum values, then the user’s utility is at its maximum
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value (i.e., U max ). If only some QoS measures are at their maximum values, then
the user’s utility is less than or equal to the maximum utility.
4)

lim

m
m
{ Xijz ( t )}z =ij1 →{ Xijz ,max ( t )}z =ij1

(

m

)

U ij {Xijz (t )}z =ij1 = U max

the higher the network resources the user receives, the higher the user’s utility up
to a certain maximum value U max , then the utility stays at that level reflecting that
any additional allocated network resources will not increase the user’s utility.

In addition to the above conditions, we require the utility function to support interclass prioritization. Solving for the above conditions will not produce a unique solution.
We, hence, introduce a plausible utility function in Eq. (3.3), with constants ai > 0 ,
∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K , to capture the feasible area of the solution

mij

(

m

)

Uij {Xijz (t )}z =ij1 = 1 − e

∑( Xijz (t ))

− ai ⋅

z=1

(3.3)

where ai serves as an inter-class distinguishing parameter in order to prioritize different
classes of traffic, and larger values of ai result in higher class prioritization. This is
because larger values of ai make the utility function more sensitive to any increase or
decrease in the QoS measures (i.e., larger values of ai increase the slope of the utility
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function). As explained later, users with steep utility function result in the highest rate of
change in it, and hence they maximize the social welfare of the system.
It is imperative to point out that at every scheduling decision, the variations in the
users’ QoS measures can be computed whether the users are served or not. Therefore, a
solution to Eq. (3.1) can be found by computing the aggregate utility of the system if user j
is scheduled and all other users are not and then finding the set of users (i.e., N* ) with the
highest aggregate utility (in descending order13) provided that they satisfy the constraints of
Eq. (3.1). In other words, a solution to Eq. (3.1) can be found by choosing the a set N* of
users for transmission such that

 K N
N
K
− a ⋅∑ ( X ( t ) )
− a ⋅∑ ( X

−
+
−
arg
max
1
e
1
e
∑∑
∑ ∑
Objective:
( i , j )∈N , N ⊆ N  i∈N j∈N
i =1 y =1, y∉N

mij

i

miy

z
ij

i

i

i

z =1

*

*

*

*

z =1

*

z
iy

(t )

)




Subject to: ν ijz ,min ≤ X ijz (t ) ≤ ν ijz ,max , ∀j ∈ N, ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ mij



 ∑ R ij (t )  ≤ C
 (i , j )∈N*

OCN* (t ) ≤ H

(3.4)

where all users ( j ) in set N* are selected to transmit and all other users ( y ∉ N* ) are not.
Since Eq. (3.4) requires computing the aggregate utility of the system if every user is
served (and the other users are not), then the run-time complexity of our scheduling
13

That is, the user with the highest aggregate utility is scheduled to transmit. If this user does not have
enough data in his queue to fill the frame, then the user with the next highest aggregate utility is added to
the set of selected users and so forth until the frame is filled. The base station in BWASs can send to
multiple users simultaneously using code multiplexing as in HSDPA [2] or frequency multiplexing as in
WiMAX [3] and [4].
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scheme is O ( N 2 ) , where N is the number of active users in each cell. This is reasonable
in BWASs, since packet scheduling is implemented at the base stations of these systems,
where there is enough processing capabilities. In addition, the size of the input (i.e., the
number of active users N) is relatively small since the base station is in charge of only
tens or hundreds of active users within its coverage area.
Since Eq. (3.4) involves the summation of user utilities given that each user is
selected to transmit and all others are not, then clearly the users who result in the highest
rate of change in the utility function, are actually the ones that are going to maximize the
social welfare of the system. This implies that the steeper the slope of the user’s utility,
the greater his chance of getting scheduled to transmit. The slope of the utility function in
Eq. (3.3) is steeper at low values for the QoS measures. This implies that the users with
low QoS measures result in the highest rate of change in the utility function. Hence, these
users are given more priority for transmission in order to improve their QoS. This
property, which is known in economics as diminishing marginal utility [39], is very
important because it can be used to ensure fairness of the scheduling scheme. More
discussions about this property are in Section 3.3.3.
In the following lemmas, we show that our proposed packet scheduling scheme
reduces to the Maximum Carrier to Interface Ratio (Max CIR) [9] and the Proportional
Fairness (PF) [10] schemes as a special case regardless of the QoS measures.

Lemma 1: If pij is set to 1 for every user (i.e., the price is ignored), minimum and
maximum bound constraints on the QoS constraints are ignored and H is set to 0 in Eq.
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(3.4), then our packet scheduling scheme reduces to Max CIR. Proof is provided in
Appendix A.

Lemma 2: Let, max Sij (t ) be the maximum throughput achieved among all users at time
ij

(

)

mij

t. If ai is set to − ln 1 − ln Sij (t ) / max Sij (t )  / ∑ X ijz (t ) , minimum and maximum
ij

 z =1

(

)

bound constraints on the QoS constraints are ignored and the opportunity cost constraint
is ignored (by setting H to Re v Max ), then our packet scheduling scheme reduces to PF as
a special case. Proof is provided in Appendix A.

3.3.2 Dynamic Computation of Opportunity Cost
It is imperative to point out that in some cases, the optimization problem in Eq. (3.4) may
not have a feasible solution. This is because the scheduling scheme may have to serve
certain users to guarantee certain levels of QoS (e.g., minimum data rate or maximum
delay) even though these users do not satisfy the opportunity cost constraint. Therefore,
to satisfy both constraints, the bound on opportunity cost (i.e., H) has to be dynamically
computed in order to ensure the existence of a feasible solution of Eq. (3.4) as follows.
Let:
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•

Re vn* =

∑
( i , j )∈n
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pij ⋅ R ij (t ) , where n* ∈ N* is the set of users that must be served at
*

time t (i.e., current time frame) in order to guarantee their QoS requirements. That
is, Re vn* is the obtainable revenue from users that require QoS guarantees.

In this case, the opportunity cost of serving the users in n* is given by
OCn* (t ) = Re vMax − Re vn* , where Re vMax is defined in Section 3.3. Therefore, to avoid

infeasibility in Eq. (3.4), we must have H ≥ OCn* (t ) . The network operator could, for
example, set a predefined value for H, say ϑ , and use it only when H ≥ OCn* (t ) is
satisfied as follows:

OC * (t ), if ϑ ≤ OCn* (t )
H = n
ϑ , otherwise

(3.5)

3.3.3 Scheduling Different Types of Traffic
In this section, we define the QoS measures that are used in the utility function to support
best-effort traffic, where the user’s average throughput is the main QoS, traffic with
minimum data rate requirements, and traffic with maximum delay requirements. The QoS
measures are chosen so that the scheduling scheme achieves the objectives outlined in
Section 3.1. We make the following definitions:

•

Sij (t )  average throughput for user j of class i up to time t.
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•

max Sij (t )  maximum average throughput achieved among all users up to time t.

•

Sijmin  minimum required average data rate of user j of class i.

•

Sijmax  maximum required average data rate of user j of class i.

•

Dijmax  maximum tolerable average packet delay of user j of class i at time t.

•

Dij (t )  actual average packet delay of user j of class i at time.

ij

To achieve our design objectives, we let mij = 2 in Eq. (3.3) and let:

•

Rij (t ) 

1
X ij1 (t ) = µij (t ) =  Ρ1ij −
 , where 0 ≤ Ρ ij ≤ 1 . We define this measure in order
C 

to exploit the user channel quality conditions in the scheduling decision, and
hence maximize the users’ individual data rates and the system throughput. This
is because the higher the instantaneous data rate of the user (normalized by the
system capacity C), the lower µij (t ) , which results in a higher rate of change in
the utility function in Eq. (3.3) due to its diminishing marginal property as
mentioned earlier. Therefore, users with good channel quality conditions will
have higher priority to transmit. In addition, when

Rij (t )
C

> Ρ1ij , µij (t ) becomes

negative, and consequently the utility function in Eq. (3.3) sharply decreases (i.e.,
its slope becomes steeper). This is shown in Figure 3.2, which plots the utility as a
function of X ij1 (t ) for ai = 4 and Ρ1ij = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 (the graphs with Ρ1ij = 0.7
and 0.3 are shifted on the X-axis by 0.2 and -0.2, respectively to better show the
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differences between them). Therefore, Ρ1ij can be interpreted as a “penalty”
incurred from not serving users with good channel quality conditions, where
smaller values of Ρ1ij increase the penalty, and hence give more weight to the
users’ channel quality conditions in the scheduling decisions.
1
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Figure 3.2: Effect of Ρ1ij on the shape of the utility function

In our utility function, we use the same X ij1 (t ) for all traffic types to increase the system
throughput. However, we provide different definitions for X ij2 (t ) for the different traffic
types. For presentation purposes, let the class index i in X ij2 (t ) be e, r, d for best-effort
traffic, traffic with maximum data rate requirements and traffic with delay requirements,
respectively.
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For best-effort traffic, we define X ej2 (t ) as follows

•

 S (t )

ej
X ej2 (t ) = α ej (t ) = 
− Ρ ej2  , 0 ≤ Ρ ej2 ≤ 1 . We define this measure to
 max Sej (t )

 ej


provide fairness for best effort traffic. Using this measure, if the user is receiving
significantly lower average throughput compared to the one with the maximum
average throughput, his fairness will be low indicating his dissatisfaction for the
unfairness of the system. In this case, the scheduler will be forced to serve this
user to increase his fairness measure. This is because, if a user with high average
throughput is served, though his utility will increase, the social welfare of the
system will not be maximized because of the rapid decrease of the utilities of
those users with low average throughputs as a result of the diminishing marginal
property of our proposed utility function. The role of Ρ ej2 in determining the
weight of this measure is similar to the role of Ρ1ij in X ij1 (t ) . However, in this case,
larger values of Ρ ej2 give more weight to X ej2 (t ) .

For traffic with minimum data rate requirements, we define X rj2 (t ) as follows

•

 S rj (t )

X rj2 (t ) = σ rj (t ) =  max − Ρ rj2  , 0 ≤ Ρ 2rj ≤ 1 . We define this measure in order to
 S rj




satisfy the users by granting them their required data rates. σ rj (t ) also represents
a fairness measure. This is because, if the user is receiving a low average
throughput compared to other users who request the same data rate, the rate of
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decrease in his utility function will be higher than the other users. The scheduler
in this case will be forced to serve the user to increase his utility, and hence
maximize the social welfare of the system. Larger values of Ρ 2rj can be used to
give more weight to X rj2 (t ) .

Finally, for traffic with maximum delay requirements, we define X dj2 (t ) as follows

•


Ddj (t ) 
X dj2 (t ) = ϕ dj (t ) =  Ρ 2dj − max  , 0 ≤ Ρ 2dj ≤ 1 .We include this measure in order to

Ddj 


satisfy the users’ required average packet delays. ϕ dj (t ) also represents a fairness
measure similar to the case of traffic with data rate requirement. In this case,
however, small values of Ρ 2dj can be used to provide higher weight on X dj2 (t ) .

Using the above definitions, the scheduling problem becomes

K

Objective:

max
*
*

( i , j )∈N , N ⊆ N

Ni

∑∑1 − e

((

)(

− ai ⋅ X ij1 ( t ) + X ij2 ( t )

))

i =1 j =1

Subject to: S rjmin ≤ S rj (t ) ≤ S rjmax , ∀j ∈ N, ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ mrj
Ddj (t ) ≤ Ddjmax , ∀j ∈ N, ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ mdj



 ∑ R ij (t )  ≤ C
 (i , j )∈N*

OCN* (t ) ≤ H

(3.6)
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The first constraint ensures that the users’ average throughputs lie between their
minimum and maximum requirements. The second constraint ensures that the users’
average packet delays do not exceed their maximum delay.
While Ρ1ij , Ρ ej2 , Ρ 2rj and Ρ 2dj are used to determine the weights of the QoS measures,
ai plays an important role in determining the shape of the utility function, and hence the

level of inter-class prioritization. Larger values of ai increase the slope of the utility
function, and thus result in higher class prioritization. This is shown in Figure 3.3, which
plots the utility function in Eq. (3.3) for different values of ai (and penalty, i.e., Ρij of
0.5 ). ai , along with other parameters ( Ρ1ij , Ρij2 = Ρ ej2 , Ρ 2rj and Ρ 2dj ), therefore, should be set

appropriately by the network operator as to achieve its desired level of inter- and intraclass prioritization, and hence its desired level of fairness. In the following section, we
show the effect of some of these parameters on the system performance. Additional
results are provided in Section B.4 in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of ai on the shape of the utility function

3.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed packet scheduling scheme
by means of dynamic discrete event simulation written in the Java programming language.
We tested our scheme on HSDPA [2]. We first begin by describing the simulation model
and the traffic model. We then discuss the channel model. Next we present the test cases
and performance metrics, followed by detailed discussions and comparisons of the
simulation results. All the relevant simulation parameters are included in Appendix B.
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3.4.1 Simulation Model
We consider a single-cell scenario in our simulation (though we consider inter- and intracell interference as discussed in Section 3.4.3). The base station is located at the center of
the cell. The cell radius is 1 Km and the base station’s transmission power is 38 dBm.
Users are uniformly distributed in the cell. The Pedestrian A environment [56] is
used in our experiments, where every mobile user moves inside the cell with a constant
speed of 3 km/hr. This speed is the recommended value for the Pedestrian A environment
by the 3GPP [56]. A total of 10 channel codes are used, which correspond to a total
system capacity of 7.2 Mbps [7]. User connection arrivals are modeled as a Poisson
process. The simulation time step is one time frame, which is 2 ms in HSDPA [2], and
the simulation time is 400s.

3.4.2 Traffic Model
To demonstrate the ability of our scheme to support different classes with users having
different QoS requirements, we consider three different classes with four different
services, namely VoIP (class 1), audio streaming (class 2), video streaming (class 2) and
FTP (class 3). In addition, to demonstrate the ability of our scheme to prioritize different
classes (i.e., inter-class prioritization), we assume that class 1 has the highest priority and
class 3 has the lowest priority. Moreover, we assume that audio streaming has a higher
priority than video streaming in order to demonstrate the ability of our scheme to
prioritize services with different QoS within the same class (i.e., intra-class prioritization).
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To achieve such prioritizations, we choose appropriate values for ai , Ρ1ij , Ρ ej2 , Ρ 2rj and

Ρ 2dj according to their role in the utility function as explained in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3.
These values can be found in Appendix B. Additional simulation results showing the
effect of choosing different values for these parameters on the system performance are
presented in Section B.4 in Appendix B. Furthermore, for demonstration purposes, we
assume that pij = 6, 4, 2 and 1 units of money for VoIP, audio streaming, video streaming
and FTP users, respectively.
For VoIP traffic, we adopt the model in [57], which assumes Adaptive Multi-Rate
(AMR) codec. In this model, packets are generated using a negative exponentially
distributed ON-OFF traffic source to simulate the talk and silence spurts, where the mean
duration of both ON and OFF periods is 3s. During the ON periods, a voice packet of 244
bits is generated every 20 ms, corresponding to a source bit rate of 12.2 Kbps, which is
comparable to one of the AMR bit rates [58]. The compressed IP/UDP/RTP header
increases the bit rate to 13.6 kbps [59]. The ITU E-model [60] states that when the oneway mouth-to-ear delay exceeds 250 ms, the voice quality rating rapidly deteriorates.
About 80 to 150 ms remain for the base station processing and connection reception
when the delay induced by the voice encoder/decoder and other components in the
system is subtracted [61]. Therefore, we set the maximum average packet delay threshold
for VoIP traffic to a value between 80 and 150 ms, specifically 100 ms.
Audio streaming is modeled with a minimum rate of 12 Kbps, mean rate of 38 Kbps,
maximum rate of 64 Kbps, maximum packet delay of 150 ms and a packet size uniformly
distributed between 244 and 488 bits. These values are chosen from within the range of
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specific QoS requirements defined by 3GPP in order to provide adequate service to
mobile users [62], [63] and [64]. Video streaming is modeled with a minimum data rate
of 64 Kbps, mean rate of 224 Kbps, maximum data rate of 384 Kbps and a packet size
uniformly distributed between 1,200 and 2,400 bits [62], [63] and [64]. FTP traffic is
simulated by a constant rate of 128 Kbps and a fixed packet size of 1,200 bits. Durations
of VoIP and video streaming user connections are modeled by an exponential distribution
with a mean value of 50s. Whereas, in case of FTP users it is assumed that each user
requests one FTP file of size 50 MB and terminates his connection after the file download
is complete.

3.4.3 Channel Model
The channel model describes the attenuation of the radio signal on its way from the base
station to the user, and therefore, it describes how the channel condition of the user
changes with time depending on the user’s environment and speed. In our simulation, the
channel model consists of five parts: distance loss, shadowing, multi-path fading, intracell interference and inter-cell interference. Details about each one of these parts are
provided in Appendix B.

3.4.4 Test Cases and Performance Metrics
To provide QoS guarantees (e.g., minimum data rates or maximum packet delays), the
scheduling scheme must be supported by a CAC scheme in order to block users when
there is not enough capacity to provide such guarantees. In this chapter, we focus on
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packet scheduling in order to show its performance independently from the CAC scheme.
We, therefore, do not consider the case of guaranteed QoS in our experiments. Such a
case is considered in Chapter 5 when we introduce our CAC scheme. In addition, since
existing packet scheduling schemes cannot effectively support different types of traffic
with different QoS requirements at the same time, we distinguish between two cases. In
the first case, all users in the system belong to only one traffic type (i.e., VoIP, audio
streaming, video streaming or FTP). For VoIP and audio streaming, we compare the
performance of our proposed Fair Class-based Packet Scheduling scheme (denoted by
FCBPS) to that of the Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (denoted by M-LWDF)
[14] and [15], Fair Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (denoted by FM-LWDF) [16]
and the Maximum CIR with Early Delay Notification (denoted by EDN) [17] schemes,
since these schemes are designed for real-time traffic with delay requirements. For video
streaming and FTP, we compare the performance of our scheme with that of the
Maximum CIR (denoted by Max CIR) [9], Proportional Fairness (denoted by PF) [10]
and the Fast Fair Throughput (denoted by FFT) [13] schemes, since these schemes are
designed for non-real-time traffic with throughput requirements only.
In the second case, we evaluate the performance of our scheme under a multiplexed
scenario in which users can request any of the four traffic types considered in our
simulation. Such a case is designed to show the ability of our scheme to simultaneously
serve different users with different QoS requirements in addition to show its ability to
provide inter- and intra-class prioritization. In this case, the total arrival rate to the system
is equally divided among the three classes of traffic.
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The following performance metrics are used:

•

Average packet delay: the average amount of time the packet spends in the
queue at the base station in addition to the transmission time (delays of discarded
packets and dropped connections are not counted).

•

Average throughput: average number of successfully delivered bits over the
lifetime of the user’s connection (throughputs of dropped user connections are
not counted).

•

Channel utilization: percentage of the number of transmitted bits to the maximum
number of bits that could be transmitted depending on the channel quality
conditions of the users.

•

Cell Throughput: average number of transmitted bits by the base station. It equals
to the total number of transmitted bits over the number of servings (i.e., number
of transmissions), measured over the simulation time.

•

Service coverage: percentage of users who achieve their required QoS with a
certain outage level. For audio streaming, a user’s connection is dropped if his
average packet loss (due to packet discarding, transmission errors and/or buffer
overflow) exceeds 5% [65], [66] and [67].

For video streaming, a user’s

connection is dropped if his achieved average throughput is less than his
minimum required rate. Finally, for FTP traffic, a user’s connection is dropped if
his achieved average throughput is less than 9.6 Kbps [13] and [16].
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•

Percentage of revenue loss: ratio of revenue loss to the maximum amount of
revenue that could be earned, where the maximum revenue is equal to Re v Max as
defined in Section 3.3 and revenue loss is calculated from Eq. (3.2).

•

Jain Fairness Index (JFI) [68]: a fairness index used to calculate fairness among
users that belong to the same class (i.e., intra-class fairness). Let ψ ij be the
performance metric for user j of class i, where ψ ij is set to the user’s average
packet delay for VoIP and audio streaming, and it is set to the user’s average
throughput for video streaming and FTP. Then the JFI is calculated as follows

2

 Nij

 ∑ψ ij 
z =1
JFI =  Nij  , ψ ij ≥ 0 ∀j
N ij ∑ (ψ ij )2

(3.7)

z =1

where N ij is the number of class i users who request the same QoS. Note that if
all users who request the same QoS achieve the same ψ ij , then JFI=1. Lower JFI
values indicate that users have high variances in their achieved QoS, which
reveals unfairness in distributing the wireless resources among them.
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3.4.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we show and discuss the simulation results for the two cases considered in
our experiments. The simulation results obtained in all experiments in this thesis have a
95% confidence level with 10% confidence intervals based on 10 independent runs.

Case 1: Single Traffic Class
In this section, we discuss the performance results of the evaluated schemes for VoIP and
video streaming traffic only. The performance results of audio streaming and FTP are
similar to those of VoIP and video streaming, and hence they are not shown here.

VoIP

Figure 3.4 depicts the average packet delay for VoIP traffic as a function of the arrival
rate to the system. The figure shows that M-LWDF achieves the best packet delay under
most network loads, whereas FM-LWDF has the worst packet delay. FM-LWDF
performs poorly compared to the other schemes because of its fairness measure (i.e., the
equalizer term), which is in terms of throughput and not in terms of delay. Hence, more
resources are given to users with bad average throughput at the expense of those users
with high packet delays. FCBPS (with maximum tolerable revenue loss of Re vMax ; i.e.,
opportunity cost is ignored) achieves reasonably low packet delays at different network
loads (within 5% of the performance of M-LWDF). This is due to the fact that as the
user’s average packet delay increases, the sharp decrease in his utility forces the
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scheduler to serve him, and hence improve his packet delay. The average packet delay
achieved by EDN is worse than our scheme and M-LWDF because as the network load
increases (i.e., arrival rate ≥ 0.5 ), the packet delays of users exceed the threshold in
EDN, and hence users are only served based on their packet delays without exploiting
their channel quality conditions. Such users require more resources to transmit, causing
more packet delays to users with good channel quality conditions. The average packet
delays achieved by FCBPS with three different maximum tolerable revenue losses,
namely Re vMax , 0.5 ⋅ Re v Max and 0 are shown in Figure 3.5. As the maximum tolerable
revenue loss decreases, the average packet delay increases. This is because when the
maximum tolerable revenue loss is low, only high-revenue-generating users are served by
FCBPS, and hence the packet delays of other users in the system increase causing an
increase in the overall average packet delay.
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Figure 3.4: Average packet delay for VoIP traffic
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Figure 3.5: Average packet delay of FCBPS with different revenue losses for VoIP traffic

Figure 3.6 depicts the percentage of channel utilization for the evaluated schemes.
Cleary, FCBPS achieves the best channel utilization even when the maximum tolerable
revenue loss is set to Re vMax . This shows the ability of our scheme to exploit the
variations of channel quality conditions of users to maximize the throughput of the
network. An interesting result that is revealed from Figure 3.6 is that EDN achieves the
lowest channel utilization despite the fact that it uses Max CIR in its scheduling
decisions. The reason for this is that, at high arrival rates, EDN serves users only based
on their packet delays as mentioned earlier, and therefore Max CIR is not really utilized.
As Figure 3.7 shows, when the maximum tolerable revenue loss is decreased, the channel
utilization of FCBPS increases because in this case users with good channel quality
conditions are favored for transmission over those with less favorable channel quality
conditions. This is due to the fact that good channel quality conditions allow for higher
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bit rate transmissions, and consequently higher collected revenues.
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Figure 3.6: Percentage of channel utilization
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Figure 3.7: Percentage of channel utilization of FCBPS with different revenue losses
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FCBPS also demonstrates superior performance in terms of service coverage and
revenue loss compared to other schemes as shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. The
exponential decrease in our proposed utility function when a user experiences high
average packet delays forces the scheduler to serve him, and hence more users are
covered by FCBPS. When the maximum tolerable revenue loss decreases, the revenue
loss of FCBPS decreases, however, at the expense of service coverage. Therefore, using
our scheme, the network operator can determine the level of revenue loss and the
corresponding level of service coverage to maximize its revenues. We can also see that
revenue loss is related to channel utilization, as expected. In fact, the higher the channel
utilization, the lower the revenue loss.
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Figure 3.8: Percentage of service coverage for VoIP traffic
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Figure 3.9: Percentage of service coverage of FCBPS with different revenue losses
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Figure 3.10: Percentage of revenue loss
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Figure 3.11: Percentage of revenue loss of FCBPS with different revenue losses

Figure 3.12 depicts the JFI of the evaluated schemes, which shows that FCBPS
achieves the best fairness performance. This is due to the use of fairness measures in our
proposed utility function, which allow the scheme to distribute the wireless resources
fairly among users while exploiting the variations in their channel quality conditions.
This results in increased fairness as well as increased user throughput. However, when
the maximum tolerable revenue loss is decreased, the fairness of FCBPS deteriorates as
shown in Figure 3.13. This behavior is expected as users are selectively scheduled to
transmit based on the revenue they generate to the network operator.
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Figure 3.12: The Jain Fairness Index
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Figure 3.13: The Jain Fairness Index of FCBPS with different revenue losses
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Video Streaming

The average throughput for video streaming users is shown in Figure 3.14. Max CIR
achieves the best performance since it schedules the users based on their best channel
quality conditions. FCBPS (with maximum tolerable revenue loss of Re vMax )
outperforms PF. FFT on the other hand, has the lowest average throughput because of the
equalizer term in FFT, which forces it to achieve long-term fairness at the expense of
exploiting the channel quality conditions of different users. In addition, the average
throughputs of users increase as the maximum tolerable revenue loss is decreased in
FCBPS as shown in Figure 3.15. This is because high-revenue-generating users (from the
network operator’s perspective) are those with good channel quality conditions since
more bits could be transmitted in this case. Therefore, as the maximum tolerable revenue
loss is decreased, the performance of FCBPS approaches that of Max CIR. Figure 3.16
depicts the percentage of channel utilization. FCBPS achieves good utilization levels
compared to PF and FFT. Max CIR, however, achieves the best channel utilization
(100% under all arrival rates) because it only serves the users with the best channel
quality conditions, and hence the channel is fully utilized. Moreover, the performance
results of FCBPS in terms of the percentage of channel utilization, cell throughput,
percentage of revenue loss and fairness for different levels of maximum revenue losses
are similar to the case of VoIP traffic, and hence they are omitted.
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Figure 3.14: Average throughput for video streaming traffic
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Figure 3.15: Average throughput of FCBPS with different revenue losses for video
streaming traffic
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Figure 3.16: Percentage of channel utilization

The good channel utilization levels of FCBPS result in good cell throughputs
compared to PF and FFT as shown in Figure 3.17. FCBPS also achieves good levels of
service coverage compared to PF and Max CIR as shown in Figure 3.18. The best service
coverage, nevertheless, is achieved by FFT, as expected due to the equalizer term. This
happens, however, at the expense of low channel utilization and low cell throughput as
mentioned earlier. Figure 3.19 shows the percentage of service coverage of FCBPS for
different revenue losses. It can be seen that as the maximum tolerable revenue loss
decreases, the service coverage decreases until it reaches that of Max CIR. This confirms
our argument that with low maximum tolerable revenue loss, users with good channel
quality conditions are favored for transmission over those with bad channel quality
conditions since more bits can be transmitted, and hence greater revenues can be earned.
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Therefore, packet scheduling schemes that better exploit the channel quality conditions of
users result in lowest revenue losses as confirmed by Figure 3.20. This, however, comes
at the expense of fairness as is clearly shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.17: Cell throughput
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Figure 3.18: Percentage of service coverage for video streaming traffic
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Figure 3.19: Percentage of service coverage of FCBPS with different revenue losses for
video streaming traffic
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Figure 3.21: The Jain Fairness Index

Case 2: Multiplexed Traffic
In this section, we discuss the performance results of our scheme with maximum
tolerable revenue loss of Re vMax under a multiplexed traffic case in order to show its
effectiveness in supporting multiple traffic types simultaneously. Figures 3.22 and 3.23
show the average packet delay for VoIP and audio streaming users, respectively. In
general, both types of users achieve acceptable average packet delays under different
network loads. It should be noted that the VoIP traffic outperforms audio streaming since
the later has lower priority. Moreover, the performance results of VoIP traffic are better
than the single traffic case, since the total arrival rate in multiplexed traffic is equally
divided between the three classes of traffic, and hence there are fewer VoIP users in this
case than the single traffic case (the arrival rate for class 2 is also equally divided
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between audio and video traffic).
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Figure 3.22: Average packet delay for VoIP
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Figure 3.23: Average packet delay for audio streaming
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Figures 3.24 and 3.25 depict the average user throughput for video streaming and
FTP users, respectively. The figures show that video streaming users achieve higher
average throughputs because they have higher priority than FTP users. The percentage of
service coverage is shown in Figure 3.26. In general, our scheduler achieves acceptable
service coverage for different types of traffic at different network loads, where traffic of
higher priorities receives higher coverage. Figure 3.27 shows the JIF for each traffic type.
The JIF of lower priority traffic (i.e., video streaming and FTP) is less than that of higher
priority traffic (i.e., VoIP and video streaming). This is because lower priority traffic is
assigned fewer time frames than higher priority traffic, hence, not allowing enough time
for our defined fairness measures to make an impact.
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Figure 3.24: Average throughput for video streaming
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Figure 3.25: Average throughput for FTP
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Figure 3.26: Percentage of service coverage for all traffic types
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Figure 3.27: The Jain Fairness Index for all traffic types

The results shown in this section confirm that using our proposed scheme, the
network operator can simultaneously support different types of services with different
QoS requirements, prioritize different types of traffic within the same class (e.g, audio
and video streaming), prioritize different classes and bound the revenue loss of serving
users, hence, determining the appropriate level of fairness in the system.

3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a novel fair class-based downlink packet scheduling scheme for BWASs
was proposed. The proposed scheme employs practical economic models through the use
of novel utility and opportunity cost functions to simultaneously satisfy the diverse QoS
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requirements of mobile users and maximize the revenues of network operators. Unlike
most existing schemes, the proposed scheme is general and can support multiple classes
of traffic with users having different QoS and traffic demands. To demonstrate its
generality, we provide definitions for the proposed utility function in order to support
three different types of traffic, namely best-effort traffic, traffic with minimum data rate
requirements and traffic with maximum packet delay requirements. In addition, the
proposed scheme uniquely incorporates fairness in its formulation in order to prevent
users with good channel quality conditions from monopolizing the wireless shared
channel, and hence leading to starvation to other users. We have shown mathematically
that the two well-known scheduling schemes, Max CIR and PF are special cases of our
scheme, which gives the network operators more flexibility in choosing between different
scheduling schemes. Simulation results based on HSDPA show that the proposed scheme
can enhance the performance of the wireless system by satisfying the QoS of users,
bounding the revenue loss of serving them and ensuring fairness among them.

Chapter 4
Dynamic Bandwidth Provisioning
Scheme
Packet scheduling, as mentioned earlier, will have a great impact on the performance of
BWASs as, in essence, it is in charge of distributing their shared channel’s resources
among mobile users. Packet scheduling, however, is only a short-term bandwidth
management scheme because it makes its decision on a frame by frame basis. In BWASs,
the amount of resources (e.g., time slots) that each user requires may change from time to
time due to his varying channel quality conditions. This problem is aggravated by the fact
that, in some BWASs such as WiMAX networks, users are allowed to change their
bandwidth requirements during the lifetime of their connections. Therefore, packet
scheduling must be coupled with longer-term bandwidth management schemes. As
explained in Chapter 2, there are two types of such management schemes, pre-admission,
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which we refer to as admission-level bandwidth management and post-admission, which
we refer to by class-level bandwidth management. The main focus of this chapter is on
class-level bandwidth management. The main objective of class-level bandwidth
management, which we refer to as “bandwidth provisioning”, is to maintain acceptable
levels of QoS throughout the lifetimes of user connections. This is achieved by spanning
multiple time frames and deciding to optimally distribute them among the different
classes of traffic, and hence their corresponding users. In doing so, some problems need
to be carefully addressed. For example, bandwidth provisioning should be able to satisfy
the bandwidth requirements of classes depending on the requirements of their admitted
users, adapt to changes in bandwidth requirements of classes due to new admitted users
or completed connections, support inter-class fairness, and consider the revenues of
network operators in the bandwidth provisioning process.
In this chapter, we present a bandwidth provisioning scheme that is designed to
provide efficient bandwidth management at the class level. We show how the concept of
opportunity cost introduced in the previous chapter can be used at the class level to limit
the revenue loss resulting from serving low-revenue-generating classes. We also present a
dynamic weight update scheme, which aims at maximizing inter-class fairness while
ensuring service differentiations between different classes.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 outlines our proposed
packet scheduling scheme and discusses its objectives. Section 4.2 describes the system
model. Section 4.3 presents our proposed dynamic bandwidth provisioning and weight
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update schemes. Section 4.4 presents the performance evaluation of our proposed
schemes. Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.

4.1 Scheme Outline and Objectives
The main contributions of this chapter are the dynamic bandwidth provisioning and the
weigh update schemes. The proposed schemes are to be implemented at the base stations
of BWASs. These schemes are designed to achieve the following objectives:
1) Supporting different types of traffic with users who have different bandwidth
requirements;
2) Adapting to the varying bandwidth requirements of traffic classes;
3) Supporting inter-class fairness;
4) Supporting service differentiations between classes; and
5) Considering the revenues of network operators.

Basically, the main idea of the proposed dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme is to
allocate a number of given time frames to different classes of traffic to achieve the
objectives above. In our proposed bandwidth provisioning scheme, each class of traffic is
assigned a weight to represent its priority in the frame allocation process. The scheme
works as follows. Let NF be the number of time frames to be allocated among the
different classes. At time t (where t is the beginning of the next NF frames), the base
station will evaluate the performance history of the different classes and will use this
information to update their weights to maximize inter-class fairness as described in
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Section 4.2. These weights, in turn, are used as input parameters to the proposed
bandwidth provisioning scheme, which will allocate the next NF frames among the
different classes of traffic based on their weights, the bandwidth requirements, channel
quality conditions of their users, and the expected revenues.
Once each class is assigned a number of frames, these frames will be distributed to
admitted users according to the packet scheduling scheme, which is executed every time
frame. The network operator may utilize any existing packet scheduling scheme for
distributing the partitioned frames among connections as our bandwidth provisioning
scheme is independent from packet scheduling. Figure 4.1 shows an abstract timeline
data flow chart of the proposed dynamic bandwidth provisioning and weight update
schemes.

Time t-1

t

t+1

Bandwidth Provisioning (t)

Weight update (t)

Performance History (t)

Figure 4.1: Dynamic bandwidth provisioning with the weight update scheme
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4.2 System Model
We adapt a similar system model to that presented in Chapter 3, by considering a
downlink time-slotted channel consisting of time frames. Data transmission is done at the
base station on a frame by frame basis. We also consider K classes of traffic, where class
i has higher priority than class i+1. Let N i denote the number of class i users, and
K

N = ∑ N i is the total number of user connections in the system. We consider that users
i =1

within each class can have different bandwidth requirements.
We consider that the network operator wants to allocate a total number of NF
frames between the K classes of traffic. We assume that NF is given. In practice,
simulation studies or real experiments can be used to determine empirically the
appropriate value of NF that achieves the performance levels desired by the network
operator.

4.3 Dynamic Bandwidth Provisioning Scheme
In this section, we present our proposed bandwidth provisioning scheme. We distinguish
two cases of bandwidth provisioning. In the first no bandwidth guarantees are required
for any class. We then extend our scheme to support minimum bandwidth guarantees.
Next, we explain the weight update scheme to ensure fairness between classes.
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4.3.1 Basic Bandwidth Provisioning
We make the following definitions. Let:
•

N i  number of class i user connections.

•

N=

•

S ijmax  maximum data rate required by user j of class i, j = 1, ..., N i .

•

NFi  number of frames allocated to class i.

•

Ri (t )  effective average estimated data rate (per second) that the base station can

K

Ni  total number of user connections in the system.
∑
i =1

transmit to class i users during the next NF frames. This data rate will depend on
the estimated instantaneous channel quality conditions of the users as well as their
bandwidth requirements. Ri (t ) can be roughly estimated using a moving average
(i.e., Ri (t ) = α ⋅ Ri (t − 2) + (1 − α ) ⋅ Ri (t − 1) , where Ri (t − 1) is the average data rate
that the base station was sending at to class i connections in the previous NF
frames and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 ) or using channel prediction schemes proposed in [69], [70]
and [71].
•

pij  price per bit for user j of class i.

•

Bimax  total required maximum data rate per frame of all users in class i at the
Ni

beginning of the NF frames. Let

S max
∑
j =1
ij

be the total required maximum data rate

per second of all users in class i, and let D frame be the frame duration in seconds,
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  Ni max 

=   ∑ S ij  /1/ D frame  . Bimax determines the transmission rate the
 j =1





base station should be sending at per frame, in the next NF frames, to satisfy the
maximum data rate requirements of class i users.
•

(

)

Bi = ( Ri (t ) /(1/ D frame ))  actual (i.e., effective) total transmitted data rate per

frame for class i users. That is, Bi determines the actual transmission rate per
frame of the base station in the next NF frames for class i users.
•

Re vimax  total maximum revenue per frame of class i users at the beginning of
the

NF

frames.

Therefore,

  Ni


Re vimax =   ∑ pij ⋅ Sijmax  /1/ D frame  . Re vimax

  i =1


determines the revenue of the network operator per frame in the next NF frames if
it grants all the users in class i their maximum required data rates. Therefore,
NF ⋅ Re vimax is the upper bound of the total revenue of the network operator

during the next NF frames.
•

  Ni


Re vi =   ∑ pij ⋅ Ri (t )  /1/ D frame   effective total revenue per frame actually

  i =1


generated from serving all users in class i. Therefore, NFi ⋅ Re vi is the actual total
revenue that the network operator earns from serving all users of class i provided
that class i is allocated NFi frames.
•

{Rev iz }Kz =1  descending ordered set of the actual effective total revenue per frame
resulting from serving the K classes.
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To satisfy all users, the base station should allocate a data rate of NF ⋅ Bimax per NF
frames to class i, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K . However, this may not be possible in practice due to the
high demand of services that have high bandwidth requirements and also due to the
limitations of the base station’s capacity, which is determined by the channel quality
conditions of the mobile users. Therefore, the main objective of our bandwidth
provisioning scheme is to allocate the NF frames among the K classes of traffic such that
K

∑ NF = NF
i

and the satisfaction of different users is maximized. To this end, our

i =1

bandwidth provisioning scheme will distribute the NF frames amongst the K classes of
traffic so that it maximizes the ratio between the data rate allocated to class i users, given
that it is assigned NFi frames, to the data rate that the base station should transmit at
during NF frames to satisfy the maximum data rate requirement of class i (i.e.,
NFi ⋅ Bi
). The frames allocated to class i (i.e., NFi ) should guarantee that no class is
NF ⋅ Bimax

allocated more than its maximum required data rate (i.e., NFi ⋅ Bi ≤ NF ⋅ Bimax ).
In addition, similar to the case of packet scheduling, it is important to realize that
there is an opportunity cost of frame allocation at the class level. The opportunity cost (in
terms of revenue) of frame allocation is the maximum revenue that the network operator
will earn if it serves the highest revenue generating classes minus the revenue that it will
earn by allocating the frames otherwise. To compute the maximum revenue that the
network operator could earn in the next NF frames, we first need to know the number of
frames needed by each class ( NFi req ) in order to achieve the maximum required data rate
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by its users (i.e., NFi req ⋅ Bi = NF ⋅ Bimax ). Hence, NFi req =

NF ⋅ Bimax
. Therefore, the
Bi

maximum revenue at the class level, Max Re vc , is equal to

K

Max Re vc =

∑

K

req

z
i

NFi .Re v , given that

z∈{Re viz }Kz =1

∑

NFi req ≤ NF

(4.1)

z∈{Re viz }Kz =1

The maximum revenue is obtained by allocating the frames to the class with the highest
actual revenue. If this class can be served by fewer than NF frames, the remaining frames
are allocated to the class with the second highest actual revenue, and so forth. Therefore,
the opportunity cost ( O C ( N F ) ) of the frame allocation at the class level is equal to



K



i =1




O C ( N F ) = M a x R e v c −  ∑ N Fi ⋅ R e v i 



(4.2)

This should be less than or equal to a predefined value H c . For example, the network
operator could restrict the revenue loss to be no more than 30% of the maximum
obtainable revenue (i.e., H c = ζ c ⋅ M a x R e v c , where ζ c = 0 .3 ).
To summarize, in our multiple-frame bandwidth provisioning scheme, the following
optimization problem will be solved
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Objective: max

NFi ,1≤ i ≤ K
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 NFi ⋅ Bi 
max 
i



∑ w ⋅  NF ⋅ B
i

i =1

K

Subject to: ∑ NFi = NF ,
i =1

N F i ⋅ B i ≤ N F ⋅ B im ax , ∀ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ K , and
OC ( NF ) ≤ H c

(4.3)

where wi is a weight assigned to class i to give it priority over class i+1 in the frame
allocation process. Since the objective function and the constraints are linear, our
bandwidth provisioning scheme can be solved using Linear Programming (LP)
techniques.
The proposed bandwidth provisioning scheme is adaptive to the varying
requirements of different classes of traffic, since the objective function is evaluated every
NF frames. Therefore, if the required bandwidth (or frames) of class i changes during the

current frames (due to new admitted connections and completed ones or bandwidth
adaptive requests as it is the case in WiMAX), its new total required bandwidth will be
reflected in the next NF frames.

4.3.2 Bandwidth Provisioning with Minimum Guaranteed
Bandwidth
Even though the dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme in Section 4.3.1 aims at
maximizing the satisfaction of the different users, it does not provide bandwidth
guarantees to traffic classes. The network operator may want to provide such guarantees.
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Therefore, the bandwidth provisioning scheme should consider such a case14. Here, we
extend our scheme to support minimum bandwidth guarantees. Let:
•

S ijmin  minimum required data rate of user j of class i, j = 1, ..., N i .

•

Bimin  total required minimum data rate per frame of all users in class i at the
min

beginning of the NF frames. That is, Bi

  Ni min 

=   ∑ S ij  /1/ D frame  .
 j =1





The dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme should guarantee that no class of traffic is
allocated less than its minimum required data rate (i.e., NF ⋅ Bimin ≤ NFi ⋅ Bi ) or allocated
more than its maximum required data rate (i.e., NFi ⋅ Bi ≤ NF ⋅ Bimax ). Therefore, the same
problem in Eq. (4.3) will be solved except that the bandwidth constraint changes to

NF ⋅ Bimin ≤ NFi ⋅ Bi ≤ NF ⋅ Bimax , ∀i,1 ≤ i ≤ K

(4.4)

As for packet scheduling, if the network operator wants to provide minimum
bandwidth guarantees to some classes, the optimization problem in Eq. (4.3) may not
have a feasible solution. This is because the bandwidth provisioning scheme may have to
allocate a certain number of time frames to certain classes of traffic in order to satisfy
their minimum bandwidth requirements even though they do not satisfy the opportunity
14

To provide bandwidth guarantees, the bandwidth provisioning scheme must be supported by a CAC
scheme in order to block users when there is not enough capacity to support their minimum bandwidth
requirements. In this chapter, we focus only on bandwidth provisioning, and hence we only consider the
basic case (Section 4.3.1) in our experiments. The case of bandwidth guarantees is considered in Chapter 5.
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cost constraint. Therefore, to satisfy both constraints, the bound on opportunity cost (i.e.,
H c ) has to be dynamically computed in order to ensure the existence of a feasible

solution of Eq. (4.3) as follows. Let:
•

Re vK* =

∑ Re v

i

, where K * ∈ {1, 2,..., K } is the set of classes that require

j∈K *

minimum bandwidth guarantees. That is, Re vK* is the revenue the network
operator will earn from serving these classes.

In this case, the opportunity cost of serving the classes in K * is given by
OCK* ( NF ) = Max Re vc − Re vK* , where Max Re vc is defined in Section 4.3.1.

Therefore, to avoid infeasibility in Eq. (4. 3), we must have H c ≥ OCK* ( NF ) . The
network operator could, for example, set a predefined value for H c , call it ϑc and use it
only when H c ≥ OCK* ( NF ) is satisfied as follows

OC * ( NF ), if ϑc ≤ OCK* ( NF )
Hc =  K
ϑc , otherwise

(4.5)

4.3.3 Dynamic Weight Update Scheme
The weights in our bandwidth provisioning scheme determine the priority of each class,
and hence they have a great impact on the frame allocation process and user satisfaction.
In this section, we show how to update the weights to increase inter-class fairness of the
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bandwidth provisioning scheme while maintaining a long-term service differentiation
between them. Let:

•

U i (t ) =

NFi ⋅ Biefec
max
i

NF ⋅ B

 utility of class i at the beginning of time t, where Biefec is

the actual average data rate of class i (i.e., the effective rate class i was sending at
during the previous frames) and t is the time at the end of the previous NF frames
and the beginning of new ones (i.e., the beginning of a new bandwidth
provisioning period). The higher the data rate assigned to class i, the higher its
utility.
•

U i (t ) = α ⋅ U i (t − 1) + (1 − α ) ⋅ U i (t )  average utility of class i at time t, computed
as a moving average, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 .

•

wi (t )  weight of class i at time t.

•

wi (t ) = α ⋅ wi (t − 1) + (1 − α ) ⋅ wi (t )  average weight of class i, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 .

•

{LA z (t )}hz=1 = {LA1 (t ), LA2 (t ),..., LAh (t )}  set of average utilities that are
i

i

larger than the average utility of class i at time t, where hi is the number of
classes whose average utilities are larger than the average utility of class i.
•

{LO q (t )}lq =1 = {LO1 (t ), LO 2 (t ),..., LO l (t )}  set of average utilities that are
i

i

lower than the average utility of class i at time t, where li is the number of
classes whose average utilities are lower than the average utility of class i.
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Three design features are taken into consideration in developing our weight update
scheme. First, the weight of each class is gradually increased or decreased depending on
its performance history and all other classes’ performance histories. In particular, the
weight of class i is increased or decreased depending on the difference between its
average utility, the average utilities that are larger than it (i.e., set {LA z (t )}hzi=1 ) and the
average utilities that are smaller than it (i.e., set {LO q (t )}lqi =1 ). To achieve this, the new
weight of class i at time t is updated as follows

wi (t − 1) + ∆wi

(4.6)

where

∑ ( LAz − U (t ) )
i

∆wi =

∑

−

z∈{LA z ( t )}hzi=1

q∈{LO q ( t )}lqi =1

K

∑ U (t )

(U (t ) − LO )
q

i

(4.7)

i

i =1

Note that ∆wi is the normalized difference between the average utilities that are larger
than the average utility of class i and the average utilities that are less than it. ∆wi can be
thought as a performance measure. It increases as the difference between the average
utilities in {LA z (t )}hzi=1 and average utility of class i increases, and it decreases as the
difference between the average utility of class i and the average utilities in {Lo j (t )}lji =1
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increases. Note that ∆wi is negative when

∑ ( LAz − U (t ) )
i

z∈{LA z (t )}hzi=1

∑ (U (t ) − LOq ) .

<

i

q∈{LOq ( t )}lqi=1

∆wi is negative when the difference between class i and the classes of lower average

utilities is higher than the difference between the classes of higher average utilities and
class i. In this case, it is best to decrease the weight of class i to give a chance to classes
of lower average utilities to be allocated more bandwidth, and hence increase inter-class
fairness.
The second design feature is that the weights of lower priority classes are allowed
to be temporarily higher than those of higher priority ones to further increase inter-class
fairness. However, to ensure service differentiation between classes, we require that the
ratio between the average weight of each class and the next class that has higher priority
does

not

exceed

a

w1 (t ) > w2 (t ) > ... > wK (t )

certain

threshold

0 < τi < 1

(i.e.,

wi (t )
≤ τi ,
wi −1 (t )

where

). This guarantees a long-term service differentiation between

classes by ensuring that the long-term average weight of class i is less than or equal to

τ i ⋅ wi −1 (t )

.

An additional design feature is to restrict the weights to fall within a certain range
as determined by the network operator (i.e., Wmin ≤ wi (t ) ≤ Wmax ) in order to ensure that
the weight update does not result in extremely high or low weight values.
Following our design features, the weight of each class is updated as follows

wi (t ) = max ( min ( ( wi (t − 1) + ∆wi ), Wmax ) , Wmin )

(4.8)
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That

is,

wi (t ) = wi (t − 1) + ∆wi

as

long

as Wmin ≤ wi (t − 1) + ∆wi ≤ Wmax

.

If

wi (t − 1) + ∆wi < Wmin , then wi (t ) = Wmin . On the other hand, if wi (t − 1) + ∆wi > Wmax ,

then wi (t ) = Wmax . Note that Eq. (4.8) satisfies only the condition Wmin ≤ wi (t ) ≤ Wmax .
Therefore, once wi (t ) is computed, the condition

wi (t )
≤ τ i is checked. If it is not
wi −1 (t )

satisfied, then wi (t ) is recomputed as follows

wi (t ) =

(

)

τ i ⋅ α ⋅ wi −1 (t − 1) + (1 − α ) ⋅ wi −1 (t ) − α ⋅ wi (t − 1)

That is, wi (t ) is computed such that

(4.9)

(1 − α )

wi (t )
= τ i as follows
wi −1 (t )

wi (t )
α ⋅ wi (t − 1) + (1 − α ) ⋅ wi (t )
= τi , ∴
= τi
wi −1 (t )
α ⋅ wi −1 (t − 1) + (1 − α ) ⋅ wi −1 (t )

(4.10)

Rearranging the terms

(

)

α ⋅ wi (t − 1) + (1 − α ) ⋅ wi (t ) − τ i ⋅ α ⋅ wi −1 (t − 1) + (1 − α ) ⋅ wi −1 (t ) = 0

Therefore,

(4.11)
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wi (t ) =

(

)

τ i ⋅ α ⋅ wi −1 (t − 1) + (1 − α ) ⋅ wi −1 (t ) − α ⋅ wi (t − 1)
(1 − α )
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(4.12)

4.3.4 Packet Scheduling
Once each class is allocated a number of frames, these frames will be distributed among
users within each class according to the packet scheduling scheme, which is executed
every time frame. These frames can be served in any order. For example, they could be
served based on the delay or packet loss requirements of the different classes. In this
thesis, the frames of the class with the highest priority are served first, then those of the
class with the second highest priority and so forth. In the performance evaluation, which
is the subject of next section, we adopt our packet scheduling scheme proposed in
Chapter 3.

4.4 Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed bandwidth provisioning and
dynamic weight update schemes, we use the same simulation model, traffic model and
channel model that we developed in Chapter 3. That is, we evaluate our schemes on
HSDPA system, where we consider a single-cell scenario with Pedestrian A users [56]. In
addition, we consider three different classes with four different types of services, namely
VoIP (class 1), audio streaming (class 2), video streaming (class 2) and FTP (class 3).
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Class 1 is assumed to have the highest priority and class 3 is assumed to have lowest
priority. In addition, for demonstration purposes, we assume that pij = 6, 4, 2 and 1 units
of money for VoIP, audio streaming, video streaming and FTP users, respectively. All the
relevant simulation parameters are included in Appendix B.
The LP problem of Eq. (4.3) is solved using lp-solve, which is a free Linear/Integer
Programming solver written in ANSI C programming language [72]. To access it in our
Java-based simulator, we use the Java wrapper class provided by J. Ebert, which provides
access to all the lp-solve API in Java format. Reference [72] provides detailed description
on how to use this wrapper class in order to access the routines of lp-solve.
Unless otherwise specified, connection request arrivals are modeled as a Poisson
process with a mean value of 0.5 connections per second. Users are uniformly distributed
in the cell. Based on various simulation runs, we choose NF= 20 time frames (i.e. 20 x 2
ms)

and

we

use

a

moving

average

to

compute

Ri (t )

(i.e.,

Ri (t ) = α ⋅ Ri (t − 2) + (1 − α ) ⋅ Ri (t − 1) , with α = 0.99 [12]). The simulation time step is
one time frame, which is 2 ms in HSDPA [2], and the simulation time is 400s.

4.4.1 Test Cases and Performance Metrics
Three test cases are considered in our experiments. In the first case, we evaluate the
performance of packet scheduling with and without dynamic bandwidth provisioning. This
case is designed to show the advantage of using dynamic bandwidth provisioning along with
packet scheduling. In the second case, we evaluate our dynamic bandwidth provisioning
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scheme (with packet scheduling) under different fixed class weights and opportunity cost
values for H c in order to show their role in the bandwidth allocation process. In the third
case, we evaluate our dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme using our proposed weight
update scheme. For this case, we set the minimum weight (i.e., Wmin ) and maximum weight
(i.e., Wmax ) values to 1 and 10, respectively.
The following performance metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
dynamic bandwidth provisioning and dynamic weight update schemes:
•

Proportion of assigned frames ( Pi ): the average ratio of assigned frames to class i
to the total number of frames needed to satisfy its maximum data rate
requirements.

•

Service coverage: percentage of users who achieve their required QoS with a
certain outage level. For audio streaming, a user’s connection is dropped if his
average packet loss (due to packet discarding, transmission errors and/or buffer
overflow) exceeds 5% [65], [66] and [67].

For video streaming, a user’s

connection is dropped if his achieved average throughput is less than his
minimum required rate. Finally, for FTP traffic, a user’s connection is dropped if
his achieved average throughput is less than 9.6 Kbps [13] and [16].
•

Per-class weights: we report the temporal and average values of the dynamic
weights per class, as well as the 10th and 90th percentile values, defined as the
values, where 10% and 90% of measured weights are lower, respectively. These
values are computed from the weights resulting from our weight update scheme.
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4.4.2 Simulation Results
In this section, we show and discuss the simulations results for the three cases considered
in our experiments.

Case 1: Scheduling with and without Dynamic Bandwidth Provisioning
Figures 4.2 (4.3) show percentage of service coverage for VoIP (audio streaming) before
and after implementing our dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme, with w1 = 6 , w2 = 4
and w3 = 2 . As expected, the performance of VoIP and audio streaming is clearly improved
when dynamic provisioning is implemented along with packet scheduling. This is because
dynamic bandwidth provisioning aims at satisfying the users’ bandwidth requirements over
longer time intervals than packet scheduling, which only works in very small time intervals
(i.e., single time frames). In other words, dynamic bandwidth provisioning improves the
management of network resources, which results in more users meeting their minimum
bandwidth requirements, hence, improving the overall service coverage. In addition, the
figures show that, as the arrival rate to the system increases, the performance difference
between the case of packet scheduling only and the case of packet scheduling with dynamic
bandwidth provisioning increases. The reason for this is that at high arrival rates, more users
compete for resources, and hence the performance difference between different bandwidth
management techniques is clearly revealed.
The service coverage of video streaming is improved with dynamic bandwidth
provisioning as shown in Figure 4.4. Such improvement is observed at arrival rates between
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0.1 and 0.7 connections per second. At higher arrival rates, however, the service coverage of
video streaming degrades to values below those of packet scheduling only. This is because,
at high arrival rates, the demand for bandwidth is high and it is difficult to satisfy the
bandwidth requests of all classes of traffic. In such a case, more time frames are allocated to
VoIP and audio streaming than video streaming, since the former have higher priority. This
leaves fewer frames for lower priority traffic, which negatively affects their performance in
terms of service coverage. We remark, however, that the network operator would typically
employ a CAC scheme in order to improve the satisfactions of users and prevent
performance degradation at high arrival rates. In Chapter 5, we investigate the effect of
utilizing CAC on the service coverage.
Similarly, the service coverage of FTP traffic is slightly lower with dynamic
bandwidth provisioning as shown in Figure 4.5, since class 3 is assigned the lowest priority.
Therefore, more time frames are allocated to classes 1 and 2 at the expense of class 3. The
performance of class 3 can certainly be improved by increasing its priority as discussed in
the next subsequent sections.
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Figure 4.2: Service coverage for VoIP with/without bandwidth provisioning
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Figure 4.3: Service coverage for audio streaming with/without bandwidth provisioning
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Figure 4.4: Service coverage for video streaming with/without bandwidth provisioning
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Figure 4.5: Service coverage for FTP with/without bandwidth provisioning
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Case 2: Dynamic Bandwidth Provisioning with Fixed Weights
Table 4.1 shows the proportion of assigned frames for each traffic class with the
corresponding fixed weights. Note that the proportion of assigned frames for class 3 can
be increased by increasing its priority (through increasing its weight and decreasing the
weights of higher priority classes). However, this occurs at the expense of decreasing the
proportion of assigned frames for classes 1 and 2. In addition, the effect of opportunity
cost of bandwidth provisioning can be controlled by controlling H c , where we let
H c = ζ c ⋅ Max Re vc . When ζ c = 1 , this implies that the network operator can tolerate a

revenue loss as high as the maximum revenue that could be obtained. That is, in this case,
the opportunity cost of bandwidth provisioning is ignored. However, as ζ c is decreased,
then the network operator can tolerate less revenue loss, and thus more frames are given
to the highest-revenue-generating classes (i.e., higher priority classes) as shown in Table
4.2. When ζ c = 0 , then the network operator cannot tolerate any revenue loss, and hence
only the classes that have the maximum revenue (i.e., Max Re vc in Eq. (4.2)), which are
classes 1 and 2 are assigned frames. Therefore, the network operator can choose the level
at which it can tolerate revenue loss as a result of bandwidth provisioning by controlling

ζc .
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Table 4.1: Proportion of assigned frames with different fixed weights
w1

w2

w3

P1

P2

P3

ζc

7
6
5
1

5
4
4
1

1
2
3
1

100%
100%
95.2%
91.7%

62.1%
59.4%
51.7%
37.2%

9.6%
16.5%
28.3%
45.8%

1
1
1
1

Table 4.2: Proportion of assigned frames with different opportunity cost values
w1

w2

w3

P1

P2

P3

ζc

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

91.7%
97.1%
99.4%
100%

37.2%
50.3%
59.1%
66.6%

45.8%
31.2%
10.9%
0%

1
0.66
0.33
0

Case 3: Dynamic Bandwidth Provisioning with Dynamic Weights
The proportion of assigned frames for each class in case of dynamic weights is shown in
Table 4.3. The weight ranges are chosen between 1 and 10 (i.e., Wmin = 1 and Wmax = 10 ).
The importance of the weight update scheme is that it allows service differentiation
between classes while at the same time it ensures inter-class fairness. The resulting
fairness is more adaptive to the performance of classes since it is based on their
performance history. Therefore, inter-class fairness can be better achieved using this
scheme instead of setting fixed weights. The network operator can achieve different
fairness levels by controlling τ i , where small τ i values result in less fairness. This is not
possible with fixed weights since the performance of each class is not fixed due to the
varying bandwidth requirements and channel quality conditions.
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Table 4.3: Proportion of assigned frames with dynamic weights
Wmin

Wmax

P1

P2

P3

ζ

τi

1
1
1

10
10
10

97.5%
86.8%
59.8%

63.4%
53.9%
42.3%

8.3%
28.7%
45.6%

1
1
1

0.5
0.75
1

The role of τ i in controlling inter-class fairness is shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8,
which depict the 10th, average and 90th percentile of the dynamic weights of each class
for τ i = 0.5, 0.75 and 1, respectively. The figures show that by increasing τ i , the dynamic
weight values for different classes are allowed to get closer to each other, hence,
improving inter-class fairness. This behavior is also confirmed in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and
4.11, which show the instantaneous weights during the simulation time with τ i = 0.5,
0.75 and 1 for all classes. The figures show that the instantaneous weights of low priority
classes could be temporarily higher than those of higher priority classes. However, there
is a clear separation, on average, between the weight of each class and that of the class of
higher priority. This separation is due to the long-term service differentiation between
classes that is achieved through the condition

wi (t )
≤ τi .
wi −1 (t )
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Figure 4.6: 10th, average and 90th percentile of dynamic weights with τ i = 0.5
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Figure 4.7: 10th, average and 90th percentile of dynamic weights with τ i = 0.75
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4.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a novel bandwidth provisioning scheme for BWASs. The
proposed scheme aims at providing efficient bandwidth management at the class level.
Specifically, it spans multiple time frames and optimally decides how they are allocated
among different classes of traffic based on their weights, the bandwidth requirements, the
channel quality conditions of their users, and the expected revenue loss from each class.
The scheme supports different classes of traffic supporting multiple users with different
bandwidth requirements. It also incorporates a class-level opportunity cost function to
bound the cost of allocating bandwidth to different classes to maintain a certain revenue
level to the network operator. To maximize inter-class fairness, a weight update scheme is
integrated with the bandwidth provisioning scheme to dynamically configure the weights
of different classes based on their performance history to achieve a certain level of
fairness as desired by the network operator. Simulation results show that the dynamic
bandwidth provisioning scheme can improve the performance of packet scheduling in
BWASs. This because the dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme further improves the
operation of bandwidth management as it considers the longer-term bandwidth
requirements of users during their connections compared to packet scheduling, which
only works in short time intervals. Results also confirm the effectiveness of the dynamic
weight update scheme in improving inter-class fairness while ensuring service
differentiations between different classes.

Chapter 5
Call Admission Control-based
Dynamic Pricing Scheme
Chapters 3 and 4 introduced the packet scheduling and dynamic bandwidth provisioning
schemes. These two schemes, however, are post-admission bandwidth management
strategies, and therefore, cannot provide QoS guarantees to users, especially during
congestion periods when the demand for bandwidth exceeds the supply. To provide such
guarantees, admission-level bandwidth management is needed to limit the number of
admitted user connections to maximize the utilization of the wireless network while
maintaining the QoS of ongoing user connections at acceptable levels. This is typically
achieved through employing a Call Admission Control (CAC) scheme. As explained in
Chapter 2, although CAC is efficient in sustaining the packet-level QoS of ongoing user
connections at acceptable levels amid congestion periods, it lacks the mechanism to
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provide incentives to users to regulate their demand for wireless services. Hence, the
connection blocking probabilities can reach high levels during congestion periods leading
to user dissatisfaction and potential revenue loss. To overcome this problem, recent
research proposals have been directed towards integrating CAC with dynamic pricing, so
that the prices of the wireless network services are dynamically determined based on the
load of the network. Dynamic pricing can certainly send the right signals to users to
regulate their demand for wireless services. It encourages them to restrain their demand
when the network is congested and increase their demand when it is underutilized.
Dynamic pricing, therefore, is a promising solution to traffic control problems, which can
help alleviate the problem of congestion and provide efficient bandwidth management.
In this chapter, we introduce our CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme that aims
at providing efficient bandwidth management at the admission level. We show how it
can be efficiently used to guarantee a congestion-free system given that user demand
models are accurate in predicting their reaction to prices. We also extend our scheme to
support different types of pricing mechanisms and examine the effect of inaccurate user
demand models on the overall performance of the network.
Our scheme generalizes and enhances the work in [40], which was discussed in
Chapter 2, in the following ways:
1) The scheme in [40] considers one type of connections with each user requesting
one channel to use. Our scheme, on the other hand, considers multiple classes of
traffic with users having multiple bandwidth requirements, which makes it more
suitable for BWASs.
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2) The scheme in [40] is designed to prevent congestion only, and hence dynamic
pricing is only applied when the network is congested, where a flat rate pricing is
assumed when the network is underutilized. Therefore, the scheme in [40] does
not provide incentives for users to increase their demand for wireless services
when the network is underutilized. Our proposed scheme, however, employs
dynamic pricing during all network conditions (i.e., whether the network is
underutilized or congested). This way, our scheme can maximize the utilization of
BWASs when these systems are underutilized and prevent congestion when they
are overloaded.
3) Our scheme is general and considers different variations of dynamic pricing (e.g.,
dynamic differentiated pricing, minimum price values, etc). In fact, the scheme in
[40] can be considered as a special case of our scheme.
4) Dynamic prices in the scheme in [40] are computed based on assumptions about
the users’ utilities and not on the amount of available network bandwidth. The
scheme, therefore, is incapable of capturing the dynamics of the network (i.e.,
changes in available bandwidth) and the varying bandwidth requirements of users.
This explains the inability of the scheme to achieve zero connection blocking
probabilities in spite of assuming an accurate user demand model. On the other
hand, in our scheme prices are computed dynamically based on the amount of
available bandwidth in the network. As a result, our scheme is shown to achieve
zero connection blocking probabilities if an accurate user demand model is
assumed.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 provides an overview of
our proposed CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme and discusses its objectives. Section
5.2 describes the system model. Section 5.3 presents our proposed CAC-based dynamic
pricing scheme. Section 5.4 presents the performance evaluation of our proposed scheme.
Section 5.5 summarizes the chapter.

5.1 Scheme Outline and Objectives
The main contribution of this chapter is the CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme. The
proposed scheme is to be implemented at the base stations of BWASs or at any
centralized component in these systems, where CAC is performed (e.g., the Radio
Network Controller (RNC) in UMTS and HSDPA [2]). The main objectives of the
proposed scheme are:
1) Supporting different classes of traffic, where each class can include different
types of services each having its own bandwidth requirements;
2) Maximizing the utilization of the wireless network resources;
3) Preventing congestion; and
4) Supporting fairness between different types of services.
Our scheme consists of three components, namely a monitoring component, a CAC
component and a dynamic pricing component as shown in Figure 5.1. Our scheme works
as follows. At the end of the current time window and the beginning of new one, where
the length of the time window is determined by the network operator, the monitoring
component measures the amount of available bandwidth (i.e., unutilized bandwidth). If
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the amount of available bandwidth is different from the one measured in the previous
time window due to connection completion or new admitted connections, the monitoring
component triggers the CAC component. The CAC component then computes the
optimal number of new connection requests for each service within each class of traffic
that would maximize the utilization of the new available bandwidth in the system and
achieve certain fairness levels between different classes of traffic. The actual numbers of
new connection requests for each service are, however, different from the optimal ones
determined by the CAC component. In this case, the dynamic pricing component
dynamically determines the prices of units of bandwidth for each service based on user
demands to force the actual numbers of new connection requests during the new time
window to be less than or equal to the optimal ones. The dynamic prices are computed
independently from the optimal numbers of new connection requests. This simplifies the
implementation of our scheme and provides network operators the flexibility to use
different CAC and user demand functions without affecting the computation of prices.
As explained in Chapter 2, handoff connections are not affected by dynamic pricing
when charging at admission level, since they were already charged at the cell where the
connections were initiated. In this case, our scheme always admits handoff connections as
long as there is enough bandwidth to support them. To prioritize such connections over
new connections, the network operator can use a form of Guard Channel schemes in
which a certain amount of bandwidth is exclusively reserved for handoff connections in
order to maintain the handoff connection dropping blocking probability below a certain
threshold [73], [74], [75], [76] and [77].
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Figure 5.1: Components of CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme

5.2 System Model
Similar to the previous two chapters, we consider a BWAS consisting of a downlink
time-slotted channel divided into time frames. Data transmission is done at the base
station on a frame by frame basis. We also consider K classes of traffic, where class i has
higher priority than class i+1. In addition we consider that each class includes a number
of services, where service z of class i requires biz units of bandwidth and service z has
higher priority than service z+1. For example, the streaming class can include audio
streaming and video streaming services each requesting different amounts of bandwidth.
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Therefore, users within each class can have different bandwidth requirements depending
on the services they are requesting.

5.3 CAC-based Dynamic Pricing Scheme
In this section, we describe each component of our proposed bandwidth management
scheme. We first start with explaining each component in our scheme. Then we show
how the dynamic pricing component is extended to support minimum price values and
differentiated pricing. Next, we discuss the reduction in the optimal demand due to the
use of differentiated pricing.

5.3.1 Components of CAC-based Dynamic Pricing Scheme
The monitoring component is simple. Its main function is triggering the CAC component
if it detects a change in the available bandwidth at the beginning of the new time window.
Most of the computation is done at the CAC and dynamic pricing components. Before
proceeding with describing these two components, we make the following definitions.
Let:
•

Wt  index of next time window.

•

WL  length in units of time of the next time window.

•

NSi  total number of services in class i.

•

N iz  number of admitted users that request service z in class i.
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•

N i = ∑ N iz  number of admitted users in class i.
z =1

•

C  system capacity.

•

biz  bandwidth request per unit of time of service z in class i.

•

B free (Wt )  total available bandwidth in the next time window.

•

ηiz (Wt )  number of connection requests for service z in class i in the next time
window. Therefore, the maximum total demand of bandwidth by class i in the
NSi
 NSi

next time window is equal to  ∑ biz ⋅ N iz  ⋅ WL + ∑ηiz (Wt ) ⋅ biz ⋅ WL , where
z =1
 z =1


(

)

 NSi z
z 
 ∑ bi ⋅ N i  ⋅ WL is the demand of class i already admitted user connections and
 z =1

NSi

∑η

z
i

(

)

(Wt ) ⋅ biz ⋅ WL is the maximum demand of new incoming users provided

z =1

that they are admitted to the system.
•

{

}

z NS2
z NS k
1
{ηi }iK=1 = {η1z }NS
z =1 ,{η2 }z =1 ,...,{η K }z =1  vector of connection requests for each

NSi
1
2
i
service in each class, where {ηiz }NS
(Wt )} .
z =1 = {η i (Wt ),η i (Wt ),...,ηi

•

ηtotal  total number of users who could make connection requests in the next
time window. ηtotal is equal to the total number of admitted users subtracted from
the total number of users that could make connection requests15 at the cell, where
dynamic pricing is implemented.

15

Total number of users that could make connection requests could be determined by calculating the
number of network operator’s subscribers residing in the cell. This can be easily determined given that
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piz (Wt )  price in terms of units of money per unit of bandwidth, which is
charged to users requesting service z in class i during the next time window.

•

Aiz  ratio of users (of the total number of users) who have sufficient Willingness

to Pay (WTP) to make connection requests to service z of class i. Clearly, Aiz is a
−1

function of the price (i.e., Aiz = fi z ( piz (Wt ) ) → [0,1] , where piz (Wt ) = f i z ( Aiz ) ).
It is reasonable to assume that Aiz is a monotonically decreasing function of the
price. Aiz can be constructed from the system’s history by observing users’
responses to changes in the price. It should be noted that the computation of Aiz is
a pure economic topic that is outside the scope of this thesis. However, we utilize
a well-known demand function in Section 5.4.2 to model Aiz , although our
scheme can work with any function for Aiz as explained next.

The main objective of our CAC component is to find the optimal number of
connection requests for each service in each class in the next time window so that the
utilization of available bandwidth is maximized. To achieve this objective, the CAC
component will solve the following optimization problem

mobile devices continuously communicate with the base stations that are covering the areas where the users
are.
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K

Objective: max
η z (Wt ) ⋅ biz ⋅WL
K ∑∑ i
{ ηi }i=1

)

i =1 z =1

NSi

K

(
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Subject to: ∑∑ηiz (Wt ) ⋅ biz ⋅ WL ≤ B free (Wt ) ,

(

)

i =1 z =1
K NSi

∑∑η

z
i

(Wt ) ≤ ηtotal ,

i =1 z =1

(b ⋅ N
z
i

z
i

(

))

⋅ WL + ηiz (Wt ) ⋅ biz ⋅ WL / ( C.WL ) ≤ υiz , ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ NSi

ηiz (Wt ) ∈ Z + , ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ NSi

K

z
i

where 0 ≤ υ ≤ 1 ,

NSi

∑∑υ

z
i

, and
(5.1)

= 1 and Z + is the set of positive integers. The first constraint

i =1 z =1

ensures that the maximum demand of all classes in the next time window does not exceed
the total available bandwidth (i.e., supply). The second constraint ensures that the
K

resulting total number of connection requests to the system (i.e.,

NSi

∑∑η

z
i

(Wt ) ) is realistic

i =1 z =1

and does not exceed the total number of subscribers. The last constraint is used to ensure
fairness among different services, and hence ensure fairness among different classes of
traffic by restricting each service’s share of the total bandwidth (i.e., the average
bandwidth of admitted users requesting that service plus the bandwidth of new user
connections) not to exceed a predefined ratio ( υiz ) determined by the network operator.
For example, to achieve absolute fairness (i.e., an equal bandwidth share for each service)
K

between different services, υiz should be set to 1/ ∑ NSi . Besides ensuring fairness, the
i =1

second constraint can be used to promote certain services or increase revenues by
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assigning more bandwidth to services that are expected to yield higher revenues (e.g.,
services belonging to higher priority classes). It should be noted that the objective
function and the constraints in Eq. (5.1) do not include the connection blocking
probabilities of users. This is because our pricing component, as described below, can
guarantee to force the actual number of connection requests in the next time window to
be less than or equal to the optimal ones computed in Eq. (5.1). Hence, the system is
guaranteed to be congestion-free. In addition, the objective function and the constraints in
Eq. (5.1) are linear and the optimal number of users is integer. Hence, the optimal

{

z* NS k
2
numbers of connection requests {η*i }iK=1 = {η1z*}zNS=11 ,{η2z*}NS
z =1 ,...,{η K }z =1

}

can be found

using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) techniques.
The actual numbers of connection requests during the next WL window before
dynamic pricing is implemented can, however, be different from the optimal ones

{

}

z NS2
z NS k
1
computed by our CAC component (i.e., {ηi }iK=1 = {η1z }NS
z =1 ,{η2 }z =1 ,...,{η K }z =1 ≠

{

}

z* NS k
2
{η*i }iK=1 = {η1z*}zNS=11 ,{η2z*}NS
z =1 ,...,{η K }z =1 ). Therefore, the dynamic pricing component will

adjust the prices of units of bandwidth for each service in each class so that the actual
number of connection requests are less than or equal to the optimal ones computed in Eq.

{

}

{

}

z NS2
z NS k
* K
z* NS1
z * NS 2
z * NSk
1
(5.1) (i.e., {ηi }iK=1 = {η1z }NS
z =1 ,{η2 }z =1 ,...,{η K }z =1 ≤ {ηi }i =1 = {η1 }z =1 ,{η2 }z =1 ,...,{ηK }z =1 )

as follows. We know from the actual number of connection requests to service z in class i
during the next time window (i.e., ηiz (Wt ) ) that it constitutes the following ratio of the
total users that could request the service
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(5.2)

From Eq. (5.2) we know that the ratio of users that have sufficient WTP to make
connection requests for service z in class i is at least

ηiz (Wt )
(there could be other users
ηtotal

who have sufficient WTP, but choose not to make connection requests in the next time
window). However, the optimal ratio should equal to

ηiz* (Wt )
ηtotal

(5.3)

Therefore, to achieve this optimal ratio, the price of service z in class i should be
computed such that

(

)

Aiz = fi z piz (Wt ) =

ηiz* (Wt )
, ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ NSi
ηtotal

(5.4)

There are two cases, and hence two implications for price setting. The first case occurs
during congestion periods when the numbers of connection requests (before dynamic
pricing is implemented) typically exceed the optimal ones. According to Eq. (5.4), the
prices are increased so that Aiz =

ηiz* (Wt ) ηiz (Wt ) ηiz* (Wt )
⇒
=
. In this case, if Aiz is
ηtotal
ηtotal
ηtotal

accurate in modeling the users’ WTP, then the ratio of incoming users who have
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sufficient WTP to make connection requests is guaranteed to equal the optimal ratio. The
second case occurs during network underutilization periods when the number of
connection requests (before dynamic pricing is implemented) is typically lower than the
optimal

Aiz =

ones.

According

to

Eq.

(5.4),

prices

are

lowered

so

that

ηiz* (Wt ) ηiz (Wt ) ηiz* (Wt )
⇒
≤
. In this case, the prices are lowered so that enough
ηtotal
ηtotal
ηtotal

users have sufficient WTP to make connection requests. It is imperative to point out that
users with sufficient WTP may not actually make connection requests in the next time
window depending on their preferences. Using our scheme they are, however, encouraged
to make such requests due to low prices. In this case, the incoming number of connection
requests is guaranteed to be less than or equal to the optimal ratio.
Based on the above discussion and from Eq. (5.4), the dynamic pricing component
will set the new prices to class i services as follows

NSi *
2*
  η 1* (W ) 
(Wt ) 
NSi  ηi
1
2  ηi (Wt ) 
i
t
i
′
′
′
{piz (Wt )}NS
=
f
,
f
,...,
f
 i 
 i 



z =1
i
η
 ηtotal 
 ηtotal 
  total 





(5.5)

where fi ′ z is the inverse function of fi z . As explained in Chapter 2, the dynamic prices
for different services can be announced to users after they make connection requests and
before they are admitted into the system or they can be broadcasted to them periodically.
For example, the prices can be broadcasted to users at the beginning of each time window.
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Note that the price equation, Eq. (5.5), is computationally inexpensive and is
independent of the objective function in Eq. (5.1). Such independence allows the network
operator to use different objective functions, if desired, in the CAC component without
affecting the computations of prices and vice versa. In addition, based on the
aforementioned discussion, the actual numbers of connection requests are guaranteed to
be less than or equal to the optimal values computed in Eq. (5.1). Thus, using our pricing
scheme, the system is guaranteed to be congestion free. It is imperative to point out that,
in our scheme, all connection requests are accepted, since as mentioned earlier, our
scheme guarantees that the amount of bandwidth required by new incoming connections
will not exceed the amount of available bandwidth.
It is imperative to point out that pricing functions in general are designed to cover
the costs and make profits. Since dynamic pricing in theory may lower the price below
the profit margins of the network operators, it is essential that dynamic pricing supports
minimum price values. In other words, dynamic pricing should not lower the price below
a certain minimum value determined by the network operator in order to ensure its
viability. In addition, network operators typically maintain price differentiation between
different services, assigning higher prices for higher priority services. For instance, VoIP
is usually charged at a higher rate than FTP. Therefore, such a case should also be
supported. In next subsections, we show how these two cases can be supported by our
dynamic pricing component.
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5.3.2 Dynamic Pricing with Minimum Price Values
Suppose that the network operator wants to maintain the price for each service above a
certain predetermined value ( piz ,min ) in order to cover its costs and make profits. That
is,

piz (Wt ) ≥ piz ,min , ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ NSi

(5.6)

From Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.6) we get



 η z* (Wt ) 
z ,min

,
, ∀z , 1 ≤ z ≤ NSi
piz (Wt ) ≥  fi ′ z  i
p
 i


ηtotal 




(5.7)

Therefore, the new prices to class i services should be set as follows

2*

  η 1* (W ) 




1
1,min
2  ηi (Wt ) 
2,min
i
t
i




′
′
=
f
p
f
p
{piz (Wt )}NS
max
,
,
max
,
,





z =1
 i  ηtotal  i 
 i  ηtotal  i






NSi *


(Wt ) 
NSi  ηi
NSi ,min 


′
(5.8)
..., max fi 

 , pi


ηtotal 
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5.3.3 Dynamic Differentiated Pricing
In this case, suppose that the network operator wants to differentiate between different
services by requesting that the price of service z is higher than the price of a lower
priority service (i.e., service z+1) by at least a certain value. That is,

piz (Wt ) ≥ χ iz ⋅ piz +1 (Wt ), ∀z , 1 ≤ z , z + 1 ≤ NSi

(5.9)

where χ iz is a predetermined value for service z of class i (e.g., 5%). From Eq. (5.4), Eq.
(5.7) and Eq. (5.9), the prices should be set as

z
i


  η1* (W ) 

  η 2* (W ) 


1
1
2
1,min
i
t



= max fi′ 
,max fi′2  i t  , χi2 ⋅ pi3 (Wt ), pi2,min  ,
 , χi ⋅ pi (Wt ), pi
  ηtotal 

  ηtotal 







 η NSi * (Wt ) 
NSi ,min 

(5.10)
fi ′ NSi  i
,
p

 i

 ηtotal 


NSi
z =1

{p (Wt )}


..., max 



5.3.4 Demand Reduction with Dynamic Differentiated Pricing
If the network operator implements dynamic differentiated pricing, then piz (Wt ) may not
yield the optimal number of connection requests. This is because, when the network is
underutilized, the price should sometimes be lowered below the differentiated price in
order to increase the number of users who have sufficient WTP, and hence encourage
them to initiate more connections and increase the network utilization. In this case, an
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upper bound on the reduction of the number of connection requests to service z of class i
(ηiz ,red (Wt ) ) is equal to

ηiz ,red (Wt ) ≤ ηiz* (Wt ) − ηtotal ⋅ Aiz

(5.11)

where ηiz* (Wt ) is computed using the optimal price in Eq. (5.5) when there are no
constraints on the price and ηtotal ⋅ Aiz is the actual number of connection requests
resulting from the setting the price according to Eq. (5.10). Note that even if the price is
set at its optimal value in Eq. (5.5), the actual number of connection requests is not
guaranteed to equal to ηiz* (Wt ) when the network is underutilized, hence, the inequality
relationship in Eq. (5.11). This is because, as aforementioned, users may not initiate
connection requests even if they have sufficient WTP to do so. Therefore, an upper bound
on the ratio of reduction in demand during the next time window in case dynamic
differentiated pricing is used, is given by

K

NSi

K

NSi

∑∑ηiz* (Wt ) ⋅ ( biz ⋅WL ) − ∑∑ηiz,red (Wt ) ⋅ ( biz ⋅WL )
i =1 z =1

i =1 z =1
K

NSi

∑∑η

z*
i

(

z
i

(Wt ) ⋅ b ⋅ WL

(5.12)

)

i =1 z =1

Therefore, network operators should carefully choose χ iz in Eq. (5.9) to ensure
appropriate service differentiation, while maintaining the reduction in demand within
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acceptable limits. The effect of choosing different values for χ iz on demand reduction is
investigated in the following section.

5.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our CAC-based dynamic pricing
scheme. Our scheme is evaluated on HSDPA system by means of discrete-event
simulation written in Java programming language. As in Chapter 4, the ILP problem of
Eq. (5.1) is solved using lp-solve [72]. We study a homogeneous system in statistical
equilibrium, in which any cell is statistically the same as any other cell. In this system,
the mean arrival and departure rates are the same in each cell. Therefore, we can
decouple a cell from the rest of the system and evaluate the system performance based on
the performance of the cell [31]. As explained in section 5.1, our scheme can utilize the
technique of Guard Channel to prioritize handoff connections over new ones. Because
such technique has been extensively studied in the literature [73], [74], [75], [76] and
[77] and since handoff calls are not affected by dynamic pricing as mentioned earlier, we,
therefore, focus our analysis on new calls only. The same simulation model and the
channel model that we developed in Chapter 3 are adopted here in our simulation. The
traffic model is, however, modified in this chapter in order to evaluate our scheme under
varying arrival rates (see Section 5.4.1). All the relevant simulation parameters are
included in Appendix B.
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In this thesis and for demonstration purposes only, the total available bandwidth in
the next time window ( B free (Wt ) ) is roughly estimated as follows

K NSi


B free (Wt ) =  C − ∑∑ biz ⋅ N iz  ⋅ WL
i =1 z =1



(5.13)

where C is the effective system capacity and biz ⋅ N iz is the demand of admitted users
requesting service z in class i. Based on different simulation runs with Pedestrian A
environment, we found that the maximum load that the system can support and achieve
100% service coverage is 2.4 Mbps. We, therefore, set C in Eq. (5.13) to 2.4 Mbps.
The duration of each user’s connection is modeled by an exponential distribution
with a mean value of 50 s. Users are uniformly distributed in the cell. Pedestrian A (Ped
A) environment is used in our simulation, which is recommended by 3GPP [56]. Mobile
users in Ped A environment move at a fixed speed of 3 km/hr.

5.4.1 Traffic Model
To demonstrate the ability of our scheme to support different classes with different types
of services, we consider two different classes with three different services, namely audio
streaming (class 1), video streaming (class 1) and FTP (class 2). As explained in Chapter
3, audio streaming is modeled by a minimum rate of 12 Kbps, mean rate of 38 Kbps and
a maximum rate of 64 Kbps. Video streaming is modeled by a minimum rate of 64 Kbps,
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mean rate of 224 Kbps and a maximum rate of 384 Kbps. FTP is modeled by a constant
data rate of 128 Kbps. Since audio streaming and video streaming services have
minimum and maximum data rates, the network operator has to choose the rate at which
it will base its admission for users requesting any of these services. For example, the
network operator could admit users based on their minimum data rates and assign them
higher data rates only when the amount of available capacity permits so. Another option
for the network operator is to admit users based on their maximum data rates. In this case,
the users can receive the highest QoS guarantees. The network operator, however, may
risk wasting its wireless resources if the users do not transmit at their maximum data rates.
In our simulation and for demonstration purposes only, we admit audio and video
streaming users based on their mean rates. That is, we consider that audio users request a
data rate of 38 Kbps and video users request a data rate of 224 Kbps. In addition, we set

υiz in Eq. (5.1) to 1/4, 1/4 and 1/2, for audio streaming, video streaming and FTP,
respectively, in order to achieve an equal share of bandwidth between all classes. We also
set the length of the time window to 10 s.
Actual connection request arrival rates to the system normally vary over time, and
therefore, we adopt a 24-hour model for the arrival rates. In this model, the day is divided
into 24 hours starting at midnight, with different arrival rates are assigned to different
hours of the day based on observation of the connection request arrivals in a typical
business day [78], [79]. It is observed in [79] that the peak hours (maximum connection
arrivals) occur around 11:00 AM and 16:00 PM. In our simulation, each hour of the day
is simulated by 400 s and the performance results are collected at end of each simulated
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hour. Connection arrivals are modeled by a Poisson process, where the mean total arrival
rates to the system for each hour of the day are shown in Figure 5.2. The total arrival rate
to the system is equally divided between the three services. The arrival rates in Figure 5.2
constitute the actual arrival rates before dynamic pricing is implemented. When dynamic
pricing is implemented, the actual arrival rates will depend on the prices. In this case,
during congestion periods, our pricing component guarantees that the actual numbers of
user connection requests will equal the optimal ones as described in Section 5.3.1. On the
other hand, when the network is underutilized, which occurs in early morning hours
(00:00-05:00 AM) and at night (21:00-24:00 PM), our pricing component guarantees to
provide incentives to users to use the network services. However, as discussed in Section
5.3.1, not every user who has a sufficient WTP to make a connection request at a certain
time is willing to make such a request at that time. In this case, the arrival rate to the
system may stay at its low level or it may increase up to the optimal one depending on the
preferences of users. To evaluate such a case, we test our proposed scheme with no
increase in the number of connection requests (i.e., the actual arrival rate stays at its low
value and does not increase as a result of lower prices) and with a 10%, 30% and 50%
increase in the number of connection requests, respectively (i.e., 10%, 30% and 50% of
the users who have sufficient WTP to make connection requests as a result of lowering
the prices will make such requests, respectively).
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Figure 5.2: Arrival rates in a typical business day [79]

5.4.2 Demand Model
As aforementioned, our pricing scheme is general and can work with any demand model.
To test our scheme, however, we utilize the following well-known demand model [43],
[80],

(

)

z

Aiz = f i z piz (Wt ) = ai (Wt ) ⋅ e − ci (Wt ). pi (Wt )

(5.14)

where at any given time window Wt , ai (Wt ) is the demand shift constant for class i users
and ci (Wt ) is the price elasticity of demand (i.e., the change in demand for a certain
product or service due to a change in its price). The reason for using this particular
demand model is that it can support different classes of traffic and different user demand
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behaviors by considering their price elasticity of demand and their demand shift constants,
which can assume different values for different times of the day. To ensure

(

)

that Aiz = fi z piz (Wt ) → [0,1] , we set ai (Wt ) to 1.

In addition, for demonstration

purposes, we set ci (Wt ) to 1, 2, 3 for audio streaming, video streaming and FTP,
respectively. These values are chosen so that users of higher priority service (e.g., audio
streaming) are less responsive to price changes than those of lower priority services (i.e.,
FTP). This way, users requesting higher priority services are charged more than those
requesting lower priority services. It should be noted that the actual values of ci (Wt )
should be determined by market studies on real demand behaviors for the different users.

5.4.3 Test Cases and Performance Metrics
We evaluate our scheme under four cases. In the first case, we test the basic dynamic
pricing when no constraints are imposed on the dynamic price values. In this case, we
compare the performance of our Call Admission Control-based Dynamic Pricing scheme
denoted by (CAC-bDP+x%, where x% = 0%, 10%, 30%, 50% denote the increase in user
connection requests when network is underutilized as a result of lowering the prices as
discussed in the previous section) with a Conventional CAC scheme denoted by (CCAC).
In CCAC, no dynamic pricing is implemented. Instead, users are charged fixed prices and
connection requests are always accepted as long as there is enough bandwidth to support
them. In this case, we fix the prices to 0.35, 0.17 and 0.11 units of money per units of
bandwidth for audio streaming, video streaming and FTP services, respectively. These
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values are chosen so that at least 70% of users have sufficient WTP to make connection
requests according to the demand model in Eq. (5.14). In practice, fixed prices are
determined so that the majority of people have sufficient WTP to make connection
requests, which is one of the main causes of congestion.
Not explicit comparison is made with the scheme in [40] as it reduces to a special
case of our scheme, namely CAC-bDP+0%. In this case, users are not motivated to
increase their demand in off-peak hours in spite of lowering the prices. Such a case is
precisely the same as charging fixed prices during off-peak hours, which is the idea of the
scheme in [40]. Thus, there is no need to duplicate the results.
In the second case, we test our dynamic differentiated pricing and measure its effect
on demand reduction as explained in Section 5.3.3. Two values of χ iz are used in this
case, 1.05 and 1.15 (i.e., 5% and 15% increase in prices, respectively). In both cases, we
assume that the user demand function (i.e., Aiz ) is 100% accurate in modeling the users’
responses towards price changes.
In the third case, we test the basic dynamic pricing but we consider that Aiz has an
error probability of 5%, 10% and 15%, respectively. That is, users will correctly react to
price changes by lowering or increasing their demands with probabilities 95%, 90% and
85%, respectively. Evaluating such as case is of practical importance, since dynamic
pricing may lead to undesirable results when the user demand models are inaccurate. To
the best of our knowledge, such a case has never been considered before.
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In the fourth case, we integrate all of our framework’s components (i.e., packet
scheduling, bandwidth provisioning and CAC-based dynamic pricing). In this case, our
framework is denoted by (CAC-bDP+x% 16 , where x% = 0%, 10%, 30%, 50%). We
compare the performance of our framework with the case of Packet Scheduling and
Bandwidth Provisioning without CAC (denoted by PSBPwoCAC). This is done to show
the performance improvements of integrating our CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme
with our packet scheduling and dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme in providing
efficient bandwidth management during the lifetime of the users’ connections. Refer to
Appendix C for flowcharts of the framework components.
We use the following performance metrics
•

Percentage of bandwidth utilization: the percentage of the utilized bandwidth to
the total bandwidth.

•

Connection blocking probability: the probability that a users’ connection is
blocked due to insufficient bandwidth to meet his requirements.

•

Percentage of bandwidth share: the percentage of used bandwidth for each class to
the total utilized bandwidth. This metric is used to test our fairness measure in Eq.
(5.1).

•

Percentage of demand reduction: the percentage of utilized bandwidth when
dynamic differentiated pricing is used to the utilized bandwidth when basic

16

In this case, CAC-bDP+x% refers to all of our framework integrated components with a x% increase of
the users’ connections requests as a result of lower prices as aforementioned.
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dynamic pricing is used instead. This metric is used to evaluate the extent of
introducing dynamic differentiated pricing in reducing the demand.
•

Revenue: the amount of money earned during the day. It is calculated by
multiplying the total amount of data transmitted to the user with the price per bit,
summed over all users in the system in a certain time interval, which is the
simulation time in our experiments.

•

Average packet delay: the average amount of time the packet spends in the
queue at the base station in addition to the transmission time (delay of discarded
packets and dropped users’ connections is not counted).

•

Average throughput: average number of successfully delivered bits over the
lifetime of the user’s connection (average throughputs of dropped user
connections are not counted).

•

Service coverage: percentage of users who achieve their required QoS with a
certain outage level. For audio streaming, a user’s connection is dropped if his
average packet loss (due to packet discarding, transmission errors and/or buffer
overflow) exceeds 5% [65], [66] and [67].

For video streaming, a user’s

connection is dropped if his achieved average throughput is less than his
minimum required rate. Finally, for FTP traffic, a user’s connection is dropped if
his achieved average throughput is less than 9.6 Kbps [13] and [16].
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5.4.4 Simulation Results
In what follows, we show the performance results of the aforementioned test cases.

Case 1: Basic Dynamic Pricing
Figure 5.3 shows the percentage of bandwidth utilization for our scheme and the CCAC
scheme. The figure shows that our scheme can significantly increase the bandwidth
utilization of the system as more users (i.e., 10%, 30% and 50%) decide to make
connection requests as a result of lowering the prices during off-peak hours. For the case
where users are not affected by the low prices (i.e., case with 0% increase), the bandwidth
utilization of our scheme is similar to that of CCAC, which is expected since our scheme
is distinguished by its ability to increase the utilization of the network when the demand is
low. We remark, however, that since most users are price-sensitive, they will try to make
their connection requests when prices are lower. Hence, the case of 0% is not common in
practice. Therefore, using our scheme, the network operator can increase the usage of the
network when it is underutilized, hence, increasing its revenues. In addition, our scheme
can efficiently prevent network congestion, and therefore, achieving 0% blocking
probabilities as shown in Figure 5.4. This is because our scheme optimally determines the
prices of units of bandwidth as to encourage enough users to make connection requests,
hence, ensuring that the system is never congested. The results confirm the superiority of
our scheme compared to the CCAC scheme, where users are not provided any incentives
to regulate their usage of the network. Such a scheme can result in very high blocking
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probabilities during peak hours, and therefore, resulting in user dissatisfaction and
potential revenue loss. For instance, Figure 5.4 shows that at peak hours (e.g., 11 AM),
the blocking probability of the CCAC scheme can reach up to 18.6%.
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Figure 5.3: Percentage of bandwidth utilization at different hours of the day
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Figure 5.4: Blocking probability at different hours of the day

Table 5.1 shows the percentage of bandwidth share for each class. As mentioned
earlier, we set υiz in our objective function to respectively 1/4, 1/4 and 1/2, for audio
streaming, video streaming and FTP so that each class gets the same share of bandwidth.
The table shows that our scheme achieves better bandwidth share than CCAC. The reason
for the unfair bandwidth share in CCAC is that, according to our traffic model, the actual
arrival rate (before dynamic pricing is implemented) is equally divided between the three
services. Class 1 users, on average, request more bandwidth compared to class 2 users,
this results in a higher bandwidth share for class 1. Our scheme, on the other hand,
determines the dynamic prices of units of bandwidth so that the incoming connection
requests for the different services achieve the maximum possible bandwidth utilization
while maintaining a certain fairness level (i.e., absolute fairness between the two classes
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in this case). Hence, our scheme achieves better fairness as shown in Table 5.1. An
interesting result revealed from Table 5.1 is that even though υiz is set to achieve absolute
fairness in our scheme, the bandwidth share of class 1 is still higher than that of class 2.
This is due mainly to the high bandwidth requirements of class 1 users in off-peak hours,
where users are not affected by our dynamic prices. This is clearly shown in Figure 5.5,
which depicts the bandwidth share of class 1 in each hour of the day. In peak hour periods,
users are more affected by dynamic prices, and hence their connection requests tend to
approach the optimal ones, therefore, achieving better fairness. In fact, as more users
decide to make connection requests as a result of lower prices, the bandwidth share of
class 1 tends to approach that of class 2 because, as mentioned earlier, prices are designed
to achieve an equal share of bandwidth in our experiments. This explains the increased
fairness of our scheme in Figure 5.5 as more users tend to make connection requests
during off-peak hours.

Table 5.1: Percentage of bandwidth share
Scheme

Class 1

Class 2

CAC-bDP+0%

64.84%

35.16%

CAC-bDP +10%

61.048%

38.952%

CAC-bDP +30%

58.212%

41.788%

CAC-bDP +50%

57.16%

42.84%

CCAC

73.708%

26.292%
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Figure 5.5: Percentage of bandwidth share for class 1 at different hours of the day

Table 5.2 shows the total revenue collected throughout the day for our scheme and
CCAC. Our scheme clearly outperforms CCAC in terms of revenues. This is because our
scheme charges users higher prices during peak hours. In addition, as more users decide
to make connection requests, more revenues can be collected. The revenue collected from
class 1 users is higher than that from class 2 users because the former pay higher prices
for class 1 services in addition to requesting higher amount of bandwidth. It should be
noted that more revenue can be earned if more bandwidth is assigned to class 1 (i.e., if
class 1 is assigned more than 0.5 bandwidth share). Therefore, the fairness constraint in
Eq. (5.1) can also be used to increase revenues by assigning more bandwidth to classes
that are expected to yield higher revenues.
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Table 5.2: Total revenue earned during the day (units of money)
Scheme

Class1

Class 2

Total

CAC-bDP+0%

297x 10 4

54 x 10 4

351 x 10 4

CAC-bDP +10%

305 x 10 4

59 x 10 4

364 x 10 4

CAC-bDP +30%

312 x 10 4

68 x 10 4

380 x 10 4

CAC-bDP +50%

321 x 10 4

83 x 10 4

404 x 10 4

CCAC

282 x 10 4

27 x 10 4

309 x 10 4

Case 2: Differentiated Dynamic Pricing
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the percentage of reduction in demand with 5% and 15% price
differentiation, respectively.

The tables show that, as the percentage of price

differentiation increases, the shift of the price from its optimal value increases, and hence
the reduction in demand increases. In addition, the more users tend to make connection
requests when the price is set at its optimal values, the more the demand decreases, since
in this case more users are affected by the shift in price. Furthermore, all the reduction in
demand is suffered by class 1 only, where class 2 is not affected by the price
differentiation. This is expected because FTP service has the lowest priority. Therefore,
its price is always set at its optimal value. Whereas, audio streaming and video streaming
services have higher priorities. Hence, price differentiation is applied to them. The value
of price differentiation (i.e., χ iz ), therefore, should be carefully determined as to ensure
appropriate service differentiation, while keeping the reduction in demand below
acceptable levels.
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Table 5.3: Percentage of reduction in demand when χ iz = 1.05
Scheme

Class1

Class 2

Total

CAC-bDP+0%

2.30%

0%

2.30%

CAC-bDP +10%

2.74%

0%

2.74%

CAC-bDP +30%

3.32%

0%

3.32%

CAC-bDP +50%

4.01%

0%

4.01%

Table 5.4: Percentage of reduction in demand when χ iz = 1.15
Scheme

Class1

Class 2

Total

CAC-bDP+0%

4.21%

0%

4.21%

CAC-bDP +10%

5.64%

0%

5.64%

CAC-bDP +30%

7.29%

0%

7.29%

CAC-bDP +50%

9.25%

0%

9.25%

Case 3: Inaccurate Demand Model
Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 depict the blocking probabilities with 5%, 10% and 15% error
probability in user demand model, respectively. The figures show that, when the user’s
demand model is only partially accurate in modeling their behaviors towards price changes,
the network operator can no longer guarantee a congestion-free system. This is expected as
the network operator cannot ensure that, at peak hours, the right number of users will have
sufficient WTP to make connection requests. Hence, the demand for bandwidth might
exceed the system capacity especially during peak hours, which explains the blocking
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probabilities shown in the figures. The figures also show that, as the error probabilities in the
user demand model increase, the blocking probabilities increase as well. This is because of
the increased number of users who decide to make connection requests when there is not
enough bandwidth to support their connections. These users are erroneously classified by the
demand model as being incapable of making connection requests (due to insufficient WTP),
where in fact they actually can make such requests. In addition, the figures do not show
significant difference in the blocking probabilities of our scheme when more users decide to
make connections requests as a results of lowering the prices (i.e., cases of +10%, +30% and
+50% increase in user connection requests). This is because, during off-peak hours, there is
enough bandwidth to support many users. During these hours, the blocking probabilities are
zero, since the increase of connections requests as a result of lower prices does not exceed
the system capacity anyway.
Despite the partial accuracy of the user’s demand model, the blocking probabilities are
still much lower than the blocking probabilities of the CCAC scheme. For example, the
blocking probability of CAC-bDP+50% at hour 11 PM with 15% probability of error in the
user’s demand model is 3.15% compared to 18.6% with CCAC. This is due to the fact that
even in the presence of errors in the user’s demand model, the majority of users still react
correctly to the price incentives of our scheme. Thus, the total demand for bandwidth is still
lower compared to the total demand when CCAC is implemented. Therefore, our CACbased dynamic pricing scheme can still improve the system performance and achieve very
low blocking probabilities even with inaccurate user’s demand model.
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Figure 5.6: Blocking probability with 5% error probability at different hours of the day
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Figure 5.7: Blocking probability with 10% error probability at different hours of the
day
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Figure 5.8: Blocking probability with 15% error probability at different hours of the
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Case 4: Integrated Framework Components
Figure 5.9 shows the average packet delay for audio users. The figure shows that our
framework can maintain the average packet delay of users below their delay thresholds.
This is because user connections are admitted only when there is enough bandwidth to
support them. Hence, our framework achieves lower average packet delay than
PSBPwoCAC during peak hours. An interesting observation from Figure 5.9 is that
although the framework utilizes our CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme, the average
packet delay of audio users increases as more users are admitted to the system (i.e.,
during peak hours and/or as a result of lower prices). This is due to the varying channel
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quality conditions of users, which may allow the support of less bandwidth than that
initially assigned by our CAC scheme. Another interesting observation is that the average
packet delays of CAC-bDP+x%, x=10, 30 and 50 are higher than that of PSBPwoCAC
during off-peak hours. This is expected as our CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme
motivates more users to make connection requests, and hence results in increased system
utilization and increased revenues. This is an enviable feature as long as the average
packet delays of users are kept below their maximum delay thresholds, which is clearly
achieved by our framework. A similar trend is also observed in Figures 5.10 and 5.11,
which show the average throughput for video and FTP users, respectively.
Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show the percentage of service coverage for audio,
video and FTP users, respectively. The figures show that our framework can achieve full
service coverage at all hours of the day due to using our CAC-based dynamic pricing
scheme, which motivates users to make connection requests only when there is enough
bandwidth to support them. Whereas, in PSBPwoCAC, users are admitted into the system
regardless of the availability of bandwidth, and hence they are not provided any
minimum bandwidth guarantees. This can lead to dropped user connections, and hence
lower service coverage especially during peak hours.
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Figure 5.9: Average packet delay for audio users at different hours of the day
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Figure 5.10: Average throughput for video users at different hours of the day
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Figure 5.11: Average throughput for FTP users at different hours of the day
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Figure 5.12: Percentage of service coverage for audio users at different hours of the
day
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Figure 5.13: Percentage of service coverage for video users at different hours of the
day
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Figure 5.14: Percentage of service coverage for FTP users at different hours of the
day
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5.5 Summary
This chapter presented a CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme for BWASs. The scheme
consists of three components, namely a monitoring component, a Call Admission Control
component and a dynamic pricing component. The main objective of our proposed
scheme is to provide monetary incentives to users to use the wireless resources efficiently
and rationally, hence, allowing efficient bandwidth management at the admission level.
By dynamically determining the prices of units of bandwidth according to the network
load, the proposed scheme can guarantee that the number of connection request arrivals
to the wireless system are less than or equal to the optimal ones computed dynamically,
and hence guaranteeing a congestion-free system. Simulation results show that our
scheme can significantly improve the utilization of the wireless system and increase the
revenues of network operator. In addition, the scheme can guarantee zero blocking
probabilities provided that the user’s demand model is accurate in modeling their
behaviors towards price changes. Simulation experiments for the case of inaccurate user’s
demand model show that our scheme can still achieve significant performance gains in
terms of blocking probabilities compared to conventional schemes, where users are not
provided any incentives to regulate their demand for wireless services.

.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Broadband Wireless Access Systems (BWASs) promise to revolutionize the mobile
user’s wireless experience by offering high data rates that are much beyond the
capabilities of 2.5G and 3G wireless systems. In order to support as many users as
possible, these systems exploit the bursty nature of the users’ data traffic by utilizing
shared channels for data delivery instead of dedicated ones. In addition to
accommodating more users, the use of shared channels reduces the per-bit cost of
transmission, hence, decreasing of cost of providing different wireless services. Despite
their momentous advantages, the use of shared channels complicates the task of resource
sharing and bandwidth management. This is because it requires more intelligent and
sophisticated bandwidth management schemes to distribute the wireless resources among
mobile users who have diverse and sometimes stringent QoS requirements. The problem
of bandwidth management is even more aggravated given the fact that mobile users
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constantly require varying amount of resources to satisfy their QoS requirements due to
their varying channel quality conditions.
This thesis studied the problem of designing and developing efficient downlink
bandwidth management schemes for BWASs and made solid contributions to the
ongoing research in this area. In this chapter, we summarize and discuss the conclusions
from this thesis and provide directions for future research work.

6.1 Summary of Contributions
We classified bandwidth management for BWASs into three related levels, namely
packet-level, class-level and admission-level. We then proposed a bandwidth
management framework for BWASs consisting of a number of novel economic-based
approaches to provide efficient downlink bandwidth management at these three levels.
The framework was designed to simultaneously achieve and balance between the
following objectives:
1) Supporting different classes of traffic with users having different QoS
requirements;
2) Maximizing the throughput of the wireless system;
3) Ensuring a fair distribution of wireless resources by supporting inter- and intraclass fairness;
4) Maximizing the network operator’s revenues by limiting the revenue loss incurred
from serving low-revenue generating users; and
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5) Providing monetary incentives to the users to use the wireless resources
efficiently and rationally in order to prevent network congestion.

In Chapter 3, we developed a packet scheduling scheme to achieve bandwidth
management at the packet level. The scheduling scheme is responsible for scheduling the
packets of different users for transmission at the base station, where scheduling occurs at
every transmission time frame. The proposed scheme employs practical economic models
through the use of novel utility and opportunity cost functions to simultaneously satisfy
the diverse QoS requirements of mobile users and maximize the revenues of network
operators. A general utility function was proposed to represent users with various QoS
requirements. To demonstrate its generality, we showed how the utility function can be
used to support three different types of traffic, best-effort traffic, traffic with minimum
data rate requirements and traffic with maximum packet delay requirements. We then
showed that the two well-known scheduling schemes, the Maximum Carrier to Interface
Ratio (Max CIR) [9] and Proportional Fairness (PF) [10] are special cases of our
proposed scheme. This gives the network operator more flexibility to choose between
different scheduling disciplines. The main advantage of the opportunity cost function is
that it limits the revenue loss resulting from serving low revenue generating users. It
therefore allows the network operator to determine the level of revenue-fairness trade-off.
To maximize the system throughput, the proposed packet scheduling scheme exploits
multi-user diversity by utilizing the information of the channel quality conditions of the
users in its scheduling decisions. This is done, nevertheless, in a way that ensures a fair
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distribution of the wireless resources among users and prevents starvation of users with
bad channel quality conditions.
In Chapter 4, we proposed a novel dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme to
provide efficient bandwidth management at the class level in BWASs. The proposed
scheme was designed to improve the performance of packet scheduling and enhance the
QoS of users throughout the lifetime of their connections. The proposed scheme spans
multiple time frames and optimally allocates them to the different classes of traffic
depending on their weights, the real-time bandwidth requirements, channel quality
conditions of their users and the expected obtained revenues. Once each traffic class is
allocated its optimal number of time frames, the packet scheduling scheme can then be
used to distribute the frames among its admitted users. Therefore, the bandwidth
provisioning scheme can be thought as a longer-term bandwidth management scheme
compared to packet scheduling, which only checks one time frame at a time. Similar to
the packet scheduling scheme proposed in Chapter 3, the bandwidth provisioning scheme
utilizes an opportunity cost function to limit the revenue loss at the class level that results
from serving low revenue generating classes (e.g., low priority classes).
To maximize inter-class fairness, we proposed a dynamic weight update scheme for
the bandwidth provisioning scheme. The weight update scheme dynamically computes
the weights of different classes of traffic based on their performance history to maximize
inter-class fairness. A distinctive feature of this scheme is that it allows the weights of
lower priority classes to be temporarily higher than those of higher priority classes while
ensuring long-term service differentiation between them at the same time. The resulting
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fairness is more adaptive to the performance of classes since it is based on their
performance history. Therefore, inter-class fairness can be better achieved using this
scheme compared to using fixed weights.
In Chapter 5, we proposed a Call Admission Control-based dynamic pricing scheme
that aims at providing efficient bandwidth management at the admission level. The
proposed scheme combines the benefits of both Call Admission Control (CAC) and
dynamic pricing in order to achieve the best system performance. Specifically, the
scheme aims at efficiently managing the bandwidth of BWASs in order to simultaneously
satisfy the bandwidth requirements of users, maximize the utilization of these systems
and prevent congestion. The scheme consists of three components, namely the
monitoring component, the CAC component and the dynamic pricing component. The
monitoring component continuously monitors the amount of available bandwidth in the
system over a window of some time interval. If it detects any changes in the available
bandwidth, it triggers the CAC component, which then determines the maximum number
of connection requests for each wireless service that the system can support as to
maximize its utilization and ensure fairness among different services, and hence fairness
among different classes of traffic. The dynamic pricing component then determines the
new prices of different wireless services so that exactly enough users have sufficient
willingness to pay to make such connection requests. That is, dynamic prices are used to
force the number of connection requests to different wireless services towards the optimal
ones that are dynamically determined by the CAC component. This way, the proposed
scheme is able to guarantee a congestion-free system. This guarantee, however, is only
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valid if the user demand model is accurate in capturing their behaviors towards price
changes. In case of inaccurate demand models, the scheme cannot provide such
guarantees. Nevertheless, as shown in Chapter 5, it can still achieve substantial
performance gain over conventional schemes that do not utilize dynamic pricing. A very
distinctive feature of the proposed scheme is that the CAC and pricing functions are
executed independently. This simplifies their implementation and provides network
operators with the flexibility to use different CAC and user demands functions without
affecting the computation of prices.
The proposed scheme was then extended to support dynamic pricing with minimum
price values and differentiated pricing. We showed that if dynamic differentiated prices
were implemented, the system could suffer some reduction in demand due to shifting the
prices above their optimal values. Such reduction would depend on the level of
differentiations between prices for different services. Refer to Appendix C for flowcharts
of our framework components.

6.2 Future Research Directions
There are several directions by which the work in this thesis can be extended. In this
section, we highlight some of these directions.
We have shown that the scheduling scheme in Chapter 3 can simultaneously serve
multiple users in each time frame. We remark, though, that the scheduling decision is
only optimized in the time domain. This is because multiple users are scheduled for
simultaneous transmission each time only to fill the frame. Hence, if the user with the
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highest aggregate utility has enough data to send, he will then utilize the whole frame. To
further enhance the performance of the scheduling scheme, code multiplexing (in
HSDPA) or frequency multiplexing (in WiMAX) should be considered as another
domain besides the time domain in the scheduling decision. In this case, even if the user
with the highest aggregate utility has enough data to fill the frame, the scheduling scheme
may assign him only a fraction of the frame (by assigning him appropriate number of
codes or frequencies), where the rest of the frame is assigned to other users to further
enhance their QoS. Therefore, using the time and code/frequency domains in the
scheduling decisions requires not only finding the optimal set of users for transmission
but also the optimal number of codes/frequencies for each one of them. This, however,
may complicate the scheduling problem as it will result in a combinatorial optimization
problem.
The dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme proposed in Chapter 4 assumes that
the total number of frames to be allocated among different classes of traffic is given. This
number can be empirically determined by simulations or real experiments as to achieve
the desired system performance by the network operator. However, users continuously
experience varying channel quality conditions throughout the lifetime of their connections.
In addition, users have different, and sometimes changing, traffic demands. Therefore, a
possible extension to the dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme is to determine the
number of frames based on the dynamics of the environment on which the dynamic
bandwidth provisioning scheme is implemented in order to further optimize its
performance.
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In Chapter 5, we introduced a CAC-based dynamic pricing scheme that can achieve
significant performance gains. There are still some issues that need to be addressed
though. One issue is the consideration of social fairness17. The scheme may raise the
prices of wireless resources (i.e., bandwidth) to very high levels especially during
congestion periods. Such prices may not be affordable by many users. Dynamic pricing
may, therefore, be viewed as promoting social unfairness as only rich people can afford
to make connection requests. The issue of social fairness is closely related to the fact that
the scheme guarantees that wireless resources are given to the users who value them the
most but it does not provide any guarantees that the wireless resources are given to those
who need them most. For example, a user may become unable to make an emergency
call (for instance, to the police or the hospitable) due to high prices. The network operator
can utilize a number of solutions to deal with these issues. For instance, the network
operator can set a maximum threshold that dynamic prices are not allowed to exceed.
This solution is similar to the case of dynamic pricing with minimum price values
discussed in Section 5.3.2. The network operator, however, will have to choose the value
of the maximum threshold appropriately to improve social fairness while at the same time
keep the benefits of dynamic pricing. This is not a trivial task given that the optimal
dynamic prices during congestion periods might be above the maximum threshold. Hence,
users will not be discouraged to decrease their demand for wireless services. This implies
that the network operator will not enjoy a congestion-free system.

17
Social fairness refers to the state of economy where the majority of people are able to buy certain
products regardless of their incomes. In the context of this thesis, it refers to the ability to use the wireless
network services.
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Another possible solution is to allow the users to make a certain number of calls at
fixed low prices every given time period (e.g. 5 calls every month). The users in this case,
can choose to activate their low-priced calls any time they desire. This way, the network
operator can still use dynamic pricing and guarantee a certain number of calls to users,
which they can make at affordable prices.
In addition, CAC-based dynamic pricing schemes usually ignore the effect of prices
on user mobility. This may impact the performance and planning of the network because
some cells might become congested in the long-run due to user mobility as a result of
high dynamic prices in neighboring cells. This comes as a result of users avoiding
making connection requests in some congested places such as downtown areas that are
known to charge higher prices, and choosing instead to make such requests in other less
congested nearby areas.
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Appendix A
Reduction Proofs of the Packet
Scheduling Scheme

In this Appendix, we present the proofs for lemmas 1 and 2 in Chapter 3.

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1:
If pij is set to 1 for every user (i.e., the price is ignored), then the set {Rv g }Ng=1 becomes

{Rv g }Ng =1 = {Rvij1 , Rvij2 , ..., RvijN | Rvijg ≥ Rvijg +1 } , where Rvijg = Rij (t ) . That is, the set {Rv g }Ng=1
in this case will contain all users in the system in descending order by their instantaneous
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∑

supportable data rates. Therefore, Re vMax =

Rv g , will be the sum of the maximum

g∈{ Rv g }Ng=1

instantaneous supportable data rates of users that could send in the current time frame
without exceeding the system capacity. Therefore, when H is set to 0, we get
OCN* (t ) = Re vMax −

∑p

ij

⋅ R ij (t ) ≤ 0 . That is, the only set of users that satisfy

j∈N*

OCN* (t ) ≤ 0 is the set of users that constitutes Re vMax . These are the users with the
maximum instantaneous supportable data rates (in descending order) in the system.
Therefore, at each scheduling decision, our scheduler will choose the set of users with the
maximum instantaneous supportable data rates. This is equivalent to Max CIR.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 2:

(

)

As we will show later, the PF algorithm requires that U ij (t ) = ln Sij (t ) / max Sij (t ) .
Therefore,

we

first

need

to

find

the

value

of

ij

ai

such

that

mij

1− e

− ai ⋅

∑ ( X ijz (t ) )
z =1

(

)

= ln Sij (t ) / max Sij (t ) . We get this by solving
ij

mij

∑( Xijz (t ))

− ai ⋅

e

Which implies that,

z=1

(

= 1 − ln Sij (t ) / max Sij (t )
ij

)

(A.1)
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mij

(

)

− ai ⋅ ∑ X ijz (t ) = ln 1 − ln Sij (t ) / max Sij (t ) 
ij


z =1

(

)

(

)

mij

(A.2)

Therefore, if we set ai = − ln 1 − ln Sij (t ) / max Sij (t )  / ∑ X ijz (t ) , ignore the QoS
ij

 z =1

(

)

constraints and ignore the opportunity cost constraint (by setting H is set to Re v Max ),
then

the
K

utility
Ni

(

function

in

our

scheduling

)

scheme

becomes

U ij (t ) = ∑∑ ln Sij (t ) / max Sij (t ) . Since the term max Sij (t ) is common to every user,
i =1 j =1

ij

ij

(

)

we can then take it off, and hence the utility function becomes ln Sij (t ) . Therefore, our
scheduling scheme will find the set of users so that:

K

*

Objective: N = Maximize

Ni

∑∑ ln ( S
i =1 j =1



Subject to:  ∑ R ij (t )  ≤ C
 (i , j )∈N*




ij

(t )

)
(A.3)

Maximizing the aggregate utility of the system is equivalent to maximizing the objective



function F, where F is a function of S (t ) , and S (t ) is a vector of the users’ average

throughputs at time t. That is, if we find a vector S (t ) that maximizes F, then the
aggregate utility function will also be maximized. Therefore the problem can be
formulated as follows:
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K Ni

Objective: Maximize F S (t ) ≡ ∑∑ ln Sij (t )

(

)

i =1 j =1

(

)



Subject to:  ∑ R ij (t )  ≤ C
 (i , j )∈N*




(A.4)

where Sij (t ) can be calculated by using an exponentially smoothed filter as follows [16]:

(1 − 1/ tc ) ⋅ Sij (t − 1) + 1/t c ⋅ Rij (t ) if user i is served
Sij (t ) = 
Otherwise
(1 − 1/ tc )⋅Sij (t − 1)

(A.5)

where tc is the time constant of the filter and Rij (t ) is the current supportable data rate of
user j.

(

)

Since ln Sij (t ) is strictly concave and is differentiable then so is the objective
function F. Also since the feasible region is bounded, then an optimal solution exits.
Furthermore, the solution is unique and we can use a gradient ascent method to find it as
explained in [81]. However, a global optimal solution cannot be found, since the number
of users and the channel capacity are varying with time. Nevertheless, we can look for a
locally optimal solution. That is, at each time frame, schedule the set of users that would


result in a movement towards the optimal solution. Let Fij′(S (t)) be the gradient of the
objective function in the direction of serving user j (we focus on one user here, the rest of
users in the set N* can be found one by one using the same method). We would like to
find the value of j with the largest gradient and moving to the maximal point along that
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direction. Since we know what the user’s average throughput would be if served or not,
then the optimization problem can be reduced to finding the maximum gradient in the


direction of serving user j (i.e., maximize Fij′(S (t)) ). We first find the gradient in the
direction of serving user j. We can do this by parameterizing the movement along the ray
in the direction of serving user j by µ , and then Fij can be written as a function of µ as
follows:

Ni

K

Fij ( µ ) = ∑∑ ln Sij (t ) + µ ( Sij (t + 1) − Sij (t ))
i =1 j =1

(

)

(A.6)

Taking the derivative with respect to µ and evaluating it at µ = 0 (to find the critical
point, in this case maxima), we get

Ni

K

Fij′( µ ) = ∑∑
i =1 j =1

=

1

(

1

( S (t ) + µ (S (t + 1) − S (t )) )
ij

K

+∑

ij

Ni

Fij′ (0) =

(S

iy

)

(

(

⋅ Sij (t + 1) − Sij (t )

⋅ Sij (t + 1) − Sij (t )

)

)

ij

1

∑

i =1 y =1, y ≠ i

∴

Sij (t ) + µ ( Sij (t + 1) − Sij (t ))

(t ) + µ ( Siy (t + 1) − Siy (t ))

)

(

⋅ Siy (t + 1) − Siy (t )

)

Ni
K
1
1
⋅ Sij (t + 1) − Sij (t ) + ∑ ∑
⋅ Siy (t + 1) − Siy (t )
Sij (t )
i =1 j =1, y ≠ i S iy (t )

(

=

)

1  Rij (t ) Sij (t ) 
⋅
−
,
tc 
Sij (t )  tc

(

)

(user j is served (Eq. A.5))
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K

+∑
i =1

1  Siy (t ) 
⋅ −
,
∑

tc 
y =1, y ≠ j Siy (t ) 
Ni

(user y is not served (Eq. A.5))

1  Rij (t ) 
1  Sij (t )  K Ni
1  Siy (t ) 
=
⋅
⋅
⋅ −
−∑ ∑

−
tc 
Sij (t )  tc  Sij (t )  tc  i =1 y =1, y ≠ j Siy (t ) 

Therefore, the gradient in the direction of serving user j can be written as:

1  Rij (t )  K Ni 1  Siy (t ) 
⋅
⋅ −

 − ∑∑
tc 
Sij (t )  tc  i =1 y =1 Siy (t ) 

(A.7)

The summation term and the constant scalar tc are common terms for all users, and can be
ignored.

Consequently,

the

maximum

gradient

direction

is

reduced

into


R (t )
arg max Fij′ (S (t))= arg max ij , which is the same as the PF scheme. The rest of users
j
j
Sij (t )
in set N* are chosen based on their descending order of the aggregate system utility if
they are served so that the time frame of the wireless system is filled. That is, they are
served based arg max
j

Rij (t )
Sij (t )

. That is, all users in the set N* are served based on the PF

(

)

mij

scheme. Therefore, if ai is set to a = − ln 1 − ln Sij (t ) / max Sij (t )  / ∑ X ijz (t ) , the
ij

 z =1

(

)

QoS constraints are ignored and OCN* (t ) is ignored (i.e., H is set to Re v Max ), then our
packet scheduling scheme reduces to the PF scheme.
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Appendix B
Simulation Parameters
In this Appendix, we present the relevant simulation parameters used in the performance
evaluation of our framework’s components in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.

B.1 Simulation Parameters
Table B.1 shows the relevant simulation parameters that are utilized in all our
experiments in this thesis.

Table B.1: Utility function Parameters
Parameter

Value

Tested Environment

Pedestrian A

Mobile speed for Pedestrian A

3 km/hr

Cell diameter

1000 m
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Number of cells

1

Base station transmission
38 dBm
power
Distance loss at 1 Km

137.4

Path loss exponent

3.52

Intra cell interference

30 dBm

Inter cell interference

-70 dBm

Base station height

30 m

Frame period

2 ms

Time slots per frame

3

Number of connection requests
1
per user
Block error probability

10%

Channalization codes

10

Maximum system capacity

7.2 Mpbs (with 10 codes)

HSDPA coverage

Full

Node B buffer size

500 Mb

Connection request arrival rate

Poisson process

Spatial distribution of the users
Uniform
in the cell
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B.2 Utility Function Parameters
B.2.1 Multiplexed Traffic Case
Table B.2 shows the parameters used in the utility function of the proposed packet
scheduling scheme in the multiplexed traffic case studied in Chapter 3. It should be noted
that the values of these parameters are chosen to achieve certain levels of inter- and intra
class prioritization, and hence achieve different fairness levels as shown in the results of
Chapter 3. Therefore, the network operator may use different values, if desired, to
achieve different levels of prioritizations and fairness, where the role of each parameter
in the utility function is discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3. In section B.4, we
investigate the effect of some of these parameters on the system performance.

Table B.2: Utility function parameters for multiplexed traffic case
Traffic Type

ai 18

Pij1

Pij2

VoIP

4

0.5

0.4

3.5

0.5

0.45

3

0.5

0.7

2.5

0.5

0.7

Audio
Streaming
Video
Streaming
FTP

18

As explained in Chapter 3, larger values for the

ai parameter result in higher class prioritization.
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B.2.2 All Other Cases
Table B.3 shows the parameters used in the utility function of the proposed packet
scheduling scheme in all cases considered in this thesis except the multiplexed traffic
case of Chapter 3.

Table B.3: Utility function parameters for all other cases
Traffic Type

ai

Pij1

Pij2

VoIP

4

0.5

0.4

4

0.5

0.4

3.5

0.5

0.5

3.5

0.5

0.5

Audio
Streaming
Video
Streaming
FTP

B.3. Channel Model
The channel model describes the attenuation of the radio signal on its way from the base
station to the user, and therefore, it describes how the channel condition of the user
changes with time depending on the environment and the speed of the user. In our
simulation, we utilize the code provided in [56] in order to simulate the user’s varying
channel quality conditions. In this code, the channel model consists of five parts: distance
loss, shadowing, multi-path fading, intra-cell interference, and inter-cell interference.
Each one of these parts is considered independently and is expressed in dB.
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Path loss degrades the radio signal and is proportional to the distance between the base
station and the user. It is described by the Okamura-Hata model for suburban areas as
follows:

L(d ) = Linit + 10.β log10 (d )

(B.1)

where Linit is the distance loss at 1 km and is equal to 137.4, d is the distance from the
mobile user to the base station in kilometers, β is the path loss exponent and is equal to
3.52. Shadowing or slow fading is caused by obstacles between the user and the base
station. In our simulation, a correlated slow fading model is used and is constructed in the
following manner:
D(d + ∆d ) = a ⋅ D( d ) + b ⋅ σ ⋅ N

(B.2)

where

a = exp ( −∆d / Dcorr )

(B.3)

and

b = 1− a2

(B.4)

where ∆d is the change in the distance between two subsequent time samples, N is the
standard normal distribution and has a random value, σ is the standard deviation and has
a typical value of 8 dB in suburban areas and Dcorr is the correlation distance, which
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depends on the environment of the user. In pedestrian A environment, Dcorr is typically
set to 40 meters.
As the radio signal travels from the base station to the user, it is diffracted by
obstacles, which result in several copies of the same signal. Thus, the received signal is a
sum of those copies and this phenomenon is known as multi-path fast fading. In our
simulation, multi-path corresponds to 3GPP channel models for Pedestrian A
environment. Intra-cell and inter-cell interference are assumed to be constants as real life
fluctuations in interference have little impact on the end result of the end-to-end
simulator when compared to the variations introduced by path loss, shadowing and multipath fading. Intra- and inter-cell interference are set to 30 and -70 dBm, respectively.
Then at the user side, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is extracted from the received
signal from the base station to determine how strong the signal is according to the
following formula:

SNR = Pτx − LTotal −10 ⋅ log10 (10

= Pτx −10 ⋅ log10 (10

I int ra
10

I int ra −L Total
10

+ 10

+ 10

I int er+ L Total
10

)

I int er
10

)
(B.5)

where Pτx is the transmitted code power in dBm, LTotal is the sum of the path loss,
shadowing and multi-path fading in dB, I intra and I inter are the intra and inter cell
interference respectively in dBm.
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The SNR is then mapped to Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) that is used to
determine the rate at which the user can support from the base station. CQI is
approximated through a linear function, based on 3GPP standard as follows [82]:

0

 SNR

CQI = 
+ 16.62

 1.02
 30

SNR ≤ −16
−16 < SNR < 14

(B.3)

14 ≤ SNR

The HSDPA specification comes with tables that determine the data rates for each
combination of CQI and channel codes. These tables are used in our simulation and can
be found in [7]. Therefore, the data rates that the users can receive from the base station
vary in time depending on their locations, speeds, and the environments.

B.4 Additional Simulation Results
In this section, we present additional simulation results for different values of ai , Pij1 and

Pij2 in order to show their effects on inter- and intra-class prioritization. We test these
parameters with our proposed packet scheduling scheme with maximum tolerable
revenue loss of Re vMax . Unless otherwise specified, we use the same simulation models
described in Chapter 3 as well as the same simulation parameters in Table B.2.
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B.4.1 Effect of ai on Inter-Class Prioritization
To demonstrate the effect of ai on inter-class prioritization, we consider two types of
traffic, VoIP and audio streaming. We fix ai at 4 for VoIP and choose different ai
values for audio streaming. Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3 show the percentage of service
coverage for both types of traffic when ai for audio streaming is set to 2, 3 and 3.5,
respectively. Clearly, as ai is increased, the percentage of service coverage for audio
streaming increases. This is because larger values of ai make the utility function of audio
streaming users steeper. Hence, users have more chance of being scheduled to transmit,
which leads to improved service coverage.

Service Coverage (%)

95

85

75

65
VoIP

55

Audio streaming

45
0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

Arrival Rate (Connection/Sec)

Figure B.1: Percentage of service coverage with ai = 2 for audio streaming
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Figure B.2: Percentage of service coverage with ai = 3 for audio streaming
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Figure B.3: Percentage of service coverage with ai = 3.5 for audio streaming
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B.4.2 Effect of Pij1 and Pij2 on Intra-Class Prioritization
To demonstrate the effect of Pij1 and Pij2 on prioritizing different QoS measures, we
consider one type of traffic, VoIP, with ai fixed at 4. In our first experiment, we fix Pij2
of VoIP at 0.4 and choose different values for Pij1 to show its effect on exploiting the
users’ channel quality conditions. Figure B.4 shows the percentage of channel utilization
when Pij1 is set to 0.5, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2, respectively. As Pij1 is decreased, the percentage
of channel utilization increases. This is expected because as explained in Chapter 3, the
smaller the values of Pij1 , the higher penalty of not exploiting the users’ channel quality
conditions, and hence the higher their weights in the scheduling decision. However, as
more weight is given to the users’ channel quality conditions, the percentage of service
coverage decreases. This is depicted in Figure B.5. The reason for this is that in this case
only users with good channel quality conditions are scheduled to transmit. Hence, fewer
users are covered. Therefore, the network operator should choose the appropriate value of

Pij1 as to achieve its desired level of channel utilization and the corresponding service
coverage.
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Figure B.4: Percentage of channel utilization for different values of Pij1
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Figure B.5: Percentage of service coverage for different values of Pij1
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In our second experiment, we fix Pij1 of VoIP at 0.5 and choose different values for

Pij2 to show its effect on the delay QoS measure. As we decrease Pij2 , the penalty of
violating the delay measure increase, and hence more priority is given to users with larger
average delays. This results in better service coverage as shown in Figure B.6. However,
as more users are covered, the channel utilization decreases as already discussed in
Chapter 3. Similar results can also be achieved when Pij2 is increased for best-effort
traffic and traffic with minimum delay requirements, since in these two types of traffic,
the larger the values of Pij2 are, the higher the penalty of violating the QoS measure.
Therefore, the network operator should choose the appropriate values of Pij1 and Pij2 as to
achieve its desired level of prioritization between the QoS measures.
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Figure B.6: Percentage of service coverage for different values of Pij2
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Appendix C
Framework Flowcharts
This appendix presents the flowcharts of our bandwidth management framework. Figure
C.1 shows the main flow of our framework passing through its major components.
Figures C.2, C.3 and C.4 demonstrate the flowcharts of the CAC-based dynamic pricing
scheme, dynamic bandwidth management scheme and the packet scheduling scheme,
respectively.
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Figure C.1: Main flow of the framework
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Figure C.2: CAC-based Dynamic Pricing Scheme flowchart
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Figure C.3: Dynamic bandwidth provisioning scheme flowchart
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Figure C.4: Packet scheduling scheme flowchart

